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ABSTRACT

This dissertation deals with the problem of locating inspection stations in two
different scenarios: 1) in a manufacturing environment, and 2) in a network involving the transportation of hazardous materials. In the manufacturing environment
problem, the location of specialized inspection stations in a serial system and in a
serial-parallel system is considered. These location problems have the special characteristic that the demand for the facilities being located is from prespecified link
flows and their properties.
\Vhen defects are introduced in a serial manufacturing system, objectives such as
minimization of tot.al cost, maximization of yield, and minimization of undetected
faulty units are all viable optimization criteria. The dissertation develops several
new models for locating specialized inspection stations using such objectives. Cases
considered include (1) when inspection/rework stations are to be located, (2) when
inspection stations are already located but their operating modes (rework or scrap)
are to be determined, and (3) when both locations and operating modes are to be determined. Exact and/or heuristic methods of solutions for these models are developed
and some computational experience is reported. Serial lines have the disadvantage
that the product flow is easily disrupted by a single machine malfunction anywhere
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on the line. One way of improving system performance is to provide some degree of
redundancy at the machine level using serial-parallel systems. Extensions of some of
the serial-system results to the serial-parallel systems are also presented.

In the hazardous material transportation setting, the regulating agencies problem of making decisions on where to inspect trucks on the underlying transportation
network is considered. In the case when each inspection station's capacity is limited, the problem can be formulated as a new capacitated facility location problem.
Some heuristics and an exact branch-and-bound procedure to solve this problem are
developed and some computational experience is reported.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

This dissertation deals with the location of inspection stations in two different
scenarios: 1) in a manufacturing environment, and 2) in a network involving the
transportation of hazardous materials. Inspection station location problems are examples of location problems where the "utilization" of a facility located on a link
depends on the flow and its characteristics along the link.
In the manufacturing environment, we consider serial (see Figure 3.1 in Chapter 3)
and serial-parallel (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4) production systems, where the locat ion decisions pertain to where inspection facilities must be located and the strategic
decisions deal with the post-inspection decisions (scrap or rework) made at these
facilities. An example of such a scenario is the manufacture of integrated circuits.
Here, as soon as an operation is performed (etching, masking, insertion, etc.), there is
an option of inspecting whether or not the operation is successful. Hence, models to
decide where to inspect, and what to do after inspection are important. The models
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developed in this dissertation would aid these decisions provided some of our assumptions are valid. Some reasonable assumptions utilized are (1) inspection facilities are
specialized in the sense they only detect defects from the immediately preceding oper-

ation, (2) the probabilities of defects and detecting defects are independent for each
unit, and (3) the external failure costs (loss of goodwill, repair costs, etc.) due to
each defect are additive in computing total expected cost of a unit product.
In the hazardous material transportation context, we consider the problem of locating inspection stations to inspect vehicles carrying hazardous materials - whether
or not they are complying with regulations. In the models formulated, we consider
the decision problem of maximizing the number of inspected trucks with reasonable
assumptions that (1) no vehicle emoute from its origin to its destination will be inspected more than once. and (2) the probability of inspecting an uninspected truck at
a facility depends only on the capacity of that facility and the number of uninspected
trucks passing by that facility. It is independent of the route and the cargo of each
truck.
The literature on location theory is huge. Unlike the location problems addressed
II1

this dissertation. much of the literature assumes that demands for services are

generated only at a finite number of points, also designated as a set of nodes on the
network. A short discussion on the current focus in location modeling is presented
in Section 1.2.
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The motivation and scenarios of our location problems, where the link flows exert
demands and a brief review of similar problems and their solution approaches are
given in Section 1.3.

1.2

Current Focus in Location Modeling

Location theory is concerned, for example, with the problems of selecting the best
locations in a specified region for service facilities such as shopping centers, fire stat ions, factories, airports, warehouses, hospitals, or of locating "items" in the design

of water, energy. transportation. information systems and other networks. As long
as history records, people in some way or other have "formulated" and solved problems as to how objects or facilities should be placed in relation to other facilities
and the clients to be served by them. Such decisions have typically been based upon
consideration of a number of factors, including physical, economic, social, aesthetic,
military. environmental, or political considerations. For example, in locating private
firms one considers available buildiIlg sites, distances, transportation routes, markets, investments opportunities, freight and handling costs, geographically dispersed
complement.ary services, competitors, and public opinion.
Network location models may be used when new facilities are to be located on a
network. The network of interest may be a road network, an air transport network, a
river network, or a network of shipping lanes. Finding the optimal locations of facilities on a transportation network has been a major concern of researchers since the
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pioneering work of Hakimi [1964,1965]. The mathematical formulation of a location
problem depends upon the structure of the region available for locating the facilities
and upon how we judge the quality and performance of a location. Consequently,
there is a large variety of location problems, and a variety of solution techniques.
Hakimi defined the m-median and m-center problems and proposed algorithms for
their solution. The vast majority of location theory developed in the past 28 years
has been built from this foundation.

1.2.1

Theory

Central to the Hakimi class of location models is a simple behavioral assumption:
the individual consuming service at a facility travels from his (her) home or place
of work on a one-stop tour to the service facility, consumes the service and returns
home or to the work place; or, equivalent mathematically, the service provider travels
on a one-stop tour from his (her) service facility location to the customer's location,
provides the service there, and then returns directly back to the facility. The "customer traveling" assumption is often reasonable for major service activities such as
automobile purchases, weekly grocery shopping, and going to a bank to apply for a
loan. The "server traveling" assumption is often reasonable for ambulances, certain
emergency repair services and home delivery services.
Location problems may be classified in several ways: according to (1) the optimality criteria, (2) types of networks, (3) single or multifacility locations, and (4) the
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degree of generality in the models. The most important issue raised in the process
of solving location problems is the selection of a suitable objective function. As an
example, the center of a town might be considered an ideal location for a post office
but would certainly be a poor choice for use as a solid waste incineration point. In the
case of the post office, a reasonable objective might be to minimize the average walking distance to the post office for the town residents. The median (minisum) problem,
which minimizes the average travel distance (time) over all customers consuming the
service, has been successfully employed to locate post offices, grocery stores, bank
branch locations, etc. For the solid waste incinerator, a more appropriate objective
may be to maximize the average travel distance between the chosen point and any
home or building in the town.
Anot.her class of location problems consist of those that employ a minimax criterion. In the case of emergency service systems such as emergency medical services,
the criterion may be to minimize the maximum distance a patient must travel to
reach the closest facility, or to minimize the maximum distance the closest ambulance must travel to reach the patient. The appropriateness of such a criterion stems
from the existence of a response-time threshold from the time some event (such as
a heart attack) occurs to the time a disaster (death) occurs unless appropriate relief
is available before that. Locations that optimize minimax criteria are referred to as
centers of a network.
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A third class of location problems are those in which certain standards of performance have already been prespecified for a service system and one seeks to locate
the minimum number of facilities to meet these standards. For example, the covering
problem assumes that a set of clients, with given demands for services or commodities, is located on the nodes or links of an underlying network, and requires that
the minimum number of facilities be established to provide the necessary services or
commodities for these clients.
Anyone of the above criteria alone may be too simplistic in a given problem. More
realistic "scenarios" for facility location problems in an urban environment occur as
follows:

1. A primary objective is stated, usually in the form of a requirement for com-

pliance with the performance standards set by an administrative or legislative
body.
2. Restrictions on the potentially acceptable facility locations may be specified.
These restrictions may be due to local considerations or to special requirements
of the facilities to be constructed (e.g., ambulance stations must be adjacent to
local hospitals).
3. One or more secondary objectives usually expressed in terms of costs are also
often specified (e.g. select the least-cost system configuration, after meeting
the performance standards in the primary objective).
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In addition to classifying location problems by objective function, we can also
classify them in several other ways [Handler and Mirchandani,1979].
Network structure: Networks may be directed or undirected. In an undirected
network, the value of a travel attribute, from any point x to any point y is equal to the
attribute's value from y to x. For directed networks these values may not be equal.
In most real transportation networks, the travel time from x to y is rarely equal to
that from y to x. This is not only due to one-way streets but also due to some two
\\"ay streets haying different traffic capacities in the two directions. Networks may be
cyclic or acyclic. When only one path exist between any two points in an undirected
network, we have an acyclic or tree network. The theoretical developments and the
associated algorithms are reasonably simple and straightforward in many cases when
the network has a tree structure. For general networks, the theoretical developments
and the associated algorithms may get more involved.
Deterministic versus probabilistic networks: If the network is deterministic,
the node and link weights do not change over time. However, when the weights on the
nodes and links change over time, and the state of the network at any future random
time is uncertain, we have a probabilistic network. For example, a transportation
network may be probabilistic, especially if link weights denote travel times. Random
fluctuations in traffic density, changes in volume of traffic due to hourly, weekly, and
seasonal cycles, and accidents and weather conditions contribute to random variations
in travel times.
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Single versus multiple facilities: Facility location problems may also be classified
according to the number of facilities to be located. The theoretical developments and
the associated algorithms for a single facility location problem are fairly simple and
straightforward. On the other hand, the algorithms for locating several facilities may
get more involved.
Demand and facility location points: Two possible scenarios for demand points
are possible: 1) demands can occur anywhere on the network or 2) demands can
occur only at discrete points, that is, at the nodes.

An example of a model in

which demands can occur anywhere on the network results when one wishes to locate
emergency call boxes on a highway network and accidents can occur anywhere on
the highways. Since points where demand is heavily concentrated are the primary
contributors to the minisum cost function, demands ma.y be assumed to occur at
discrete points in minisum location problems. Two scenarios can be considered in
identifying feasible points for locating facilities: 1) facilities may be located any\',;here
011

the network or 2) facilities may be restricted to some discrete points.

1.2.2

Applications

There are many applications of the theory and algorithms developed for network
location problems. Some of them are as follows:
Communication networks: Typical problems here are concerned with locating
computer facilities or programs in a computer network to minimize annual storage
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and transmission costs; and locating switching centers in a communication network
to minimize transmission costs.
Emergency service systems: Emergency service systems, such as police, fire,
emergency medical services, and accident rescue, deal with problems of optimally
locating response units with travel time being an important component of the cost
criteria.
Plant location problems: A locational decision problem of great practical importance is to choose the location of facilities, such as industrial plants or warehouses, to
minimize the cost (or maximize the profit) of satisfying the demand for some commodity. In generaL there are fixed costs for establishing the facilities and transportation
costs for distributing the commodities between the facilities and the clients.
Military applications:

rVIany military logistic problems involve the location of

supply facilities (food centers, weapons and ammunition stores, medical supplies)
and demand points. with travel time being an important element.
Nonemergency service systems: In the context of facility construction for the
delivery of nonemergency services (e.g., post offices, transportation terminals, telephone interchanges, etc.), a prespecified number of facilities may need to be located
so as to minimize the average distance (or the average travel time or the average
tra vel cost) to or from the facili ties for the population of their users.
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1.3

1.3.1

Our Focus: Location on Flow Networks

Motivation

Contrary to the behavioral assumption in the Hakimi class of location problems,
it may be observed that for a large number of problem scenarios, the customer does
not embark on a one-stop tour solely to consume that service. Here, the customer
is already on a predetermined trip from x to y and may consume the service only if
he/she passes by one or more facilities offering that service on his/her predetermined
route. For such a model, the service provider would not resort to a Hakimi class
(one-stop tour) model to optimally locate service facilities, but rather would attempt
to locate the facilities to maximize the flow of potential customers that pass the
facilit ies. In the associated decision model, one must know or precompute the number
of potelltia! Clistolllcrs traveling between all pairs of nodes in the network. Unlike the
Hakimi class of location problems, the location of the facilities now depends on the
flows along the links.
The location of a facility on a link mayor may not affect the flow on that link.
In certain cases, stations may be located on a link to observe and collect data on
the flow along that link. The data collected may then be used to perform some
statistical tests of interest to the service provider. In such cases, the flow on a link
though observed is not affected. However, in the location of service facilities such
as automatic teller machines and gasoline service stations, the located facility may
provide service to some of the cust.omers passing by it and thus affects the number of
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unserved customers downstream. The theoretical developments and the associated
algorithms may differ depending on the type of the facility to be located.

1.3.2

Review of similar problems

The retail marketing literature indicates that for some types of business, traffic
flows exert a demand. A truly impulsive purchase has, by definition, no impact on
a predetermined trip; an impulsive purchase from a "convenience" store during the
journey home from work, for example, in no way affects the choice of route between
the workplace and residence. If we assume that a purchase is purely impulsive, the
potential demand for this source is indicated simply by volume of traffic. Thus, it
is common to position "convenience" stores near the entrance to major suburban
residential developments; the aim is to Caphll'e consumers on their way home from
recreational or work trips.
Discretionary service facilities: Automobile service stations, automatic teller
machines and "convenience" stores are some examples of discretionary service facilities. A proportion of the customers consume service from these facilities on some
preplanned trip (the daily travel to and from work, trip to a recreational area, school,
church, etc.). In determining the best locations of such facilities, the service provider
may be interested in placing the facilities along paths of customer flow. \\'hen facilities are un capacitated and node locations are possible, Berman et al. [1990], develop
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a model for t.his problem which is referred to as the Maximal CoveTing Location P1'Ob-

lem. They show that. node ioeations are optimal and present a method to find these
locations.
Advertising facilities: With the increasing use of television as an advertising
medium, the problem of locating and scheduling television commercials in available
slots so as to reach as large a viewing audience as possible becomes important. The
viewing audience may be considered to be the "customers". Other type of advertising
facilities, such as billboards, are located for exposure to traffic [Hodgson 1990]. Again,
assuming uncapacitated facilities, Hodgson develops a formulation similar to the one
described by Berman et al., and presents a greedy heuristic solution procedure.
Ivlethods of locating discretionary or advertising facilities by simply evaluating
locations on the basis of passing flows, fail to deal with a potentially damaging selfcompetition problem, termed cannibalization [Ghosh and McLafferty 1987]. This
term usually applies to loeat.ing facilities so close to each other that they cut into
each other's market areas. Flows in networks, as well as market areas, can be cannibalized. However, it is not clear how serious a problem flow cannibalization might be.
In some cases, multiple exposure to chain stores or billboards might be advantageous.
11arketing literature shows the value in some redundant flow capturing. Hogan and
ReVelle (1986] have stimulated some exciting new literature in which redundant coverage actually is desirable. It is important to recognize, however, that facilities are a
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costly, scarce resource and that multiple capturing in some parts of the network will
result in other flows not being captured at all.

1.3.3

Our problem scenarios

\Ve explore a few network location problems where the location of the facilities
depends on the flows and their characteristics along the links. Specifically, models
are developed and solution methodologies proposed for the location of inspection
facilit.ies on i) two classes of production systems, and ii) a general transportation
network.

i) Inspection in Production Systems
In the face of increasing global competition, manufacturing has re-emerged as a
strategic area of focus for industry. An important aspect of this new thrust is that
management has to examine closely the quality and cost levels of production systems.
Typically, production managers responsible for designing new systems or analyzing
existing systems need to consider the interplay of several variables. The selection
and location of inspection activities in multistage production systems has a definite
impact on the final cost and quality of the product.
When defects are sometimes introduced in a manufacturing system, objectives
such as minimization of total cost, maximization of yield, and minimization of undetected faulty units are all viable optimization objectives. In trying to achieve these
objectives, the system designer may be concerned with locating inspection stations
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at suitable points in the production system. The "customers" or "service seekers"
can be considered to be the defective units flowing in the system. A serial production
system, which constitutes a significant subset of general production systems is consid-

ered first. Food processing, glass products and IC chip manufacturing industries are
a few examples where a serial system may be used. In Chapter 3, a comprehensive
look is taken at the inspection problem in this setting and several new models are
developed for locating specialized inspection stations.
Serial lines have the disadvantage that the product flow is easily disrupted by a
single machine malfunction in the line. There are three major ways of improving system performance in the presence of unreliable machines in a serial line: (1) explicitly
allow for \\'ork-in-process inventories, (2) provide some degree of redundancy at the
machine le\'el, and 3) design the machines to be more reliable. When we provide
machine redundancy, we have a serial-parallel network. Extensions of some of the
above location models to such serial-parallel systems are developed in Chapter 4.

ii) Inspection in Hazardous Material Transportation
Transportation of hazardous materials is a growing national problem. The Department of Transportation has estimated that more than 250,000 shipments of hazardous
materials move daily through the nation's transportation systems and that 200 billion ton-miles of hazardous material are shipped annually in United States. The
public is now becoming more aware of the risk associated with hazardous material
shipments. This has prompted the introduction of local, national and international
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regulations. To enforce rules regarding hazardous material transportation, regulating agencies need to make choices on where to inspect trucks carrying the hazardous
material on the underlying transportation network. The trucks transporting the hazardous material using a predetermined route can be considered to be the "potential
customers" in this location problem. In Chapter 5 we develop location models and
algorithms for problems in such settings.
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CHAPTER 2
INSPECTION IN PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

2.1

Introduction

High competitive pressures in the marketplace coupled with an increased consumer awareness have induced the need for high quality products. Quality assurance
inspections are performed in virtually every production system. Their purpose is to
pre\'ent defective products from reaching the customer or eventual user.

1\\'1 ultistage production systems, where raw material is transformed into the final
product in a series of distinct processing stages, present various possibilities for inspection. Product units deemed to be nonconforming may be removed altogether
from the system, with or without replacement, or they may be repaired and allowed
to continue through the system. Inspection activities may be performed after some
or all of the processing activities. In some cases, there are many possible locations for
an inspection activity; while in other situations, to be effective an inspection must
be performed after certain processing activities have been completed.
A production system may be se7'ialor nonserial. In a serial system, each operation
has a single immediate predecessor (except for the first one) and a single immediate
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successor (except for the last one). As an example of a serial system, consider the
manufacture of motor castings. The raw material (steel) is first cast into the required
shape. Then various round holes are made with a drilling and boring machine. Next,
a milling machine is used to create groves, enlarge openings and finalize the shape.
Finally, a protective coat of paint is applied to the outside of the casting.
In a nonserial system certain processing stages may involve joining the results of
previous stages. Typical nonserial systems are assembly lines where subassemblies,
each in turn consisting of several components, are combined together in a processing
stage. A related characteristic is whether the order of the processing stages in the
system is fixed or not. A fixed system allows a single sequence of processing stages,
which may be the result of technological constraints or of an existing plant layout. In
a nonfixed system. several configurations may be possible, all resulting in the same
final product. This case may arise in the design of a new production line or in flexible
lines that allow reassignment of operations to different stations.
Product units become nonconforming through the improper performance of a processing operation. The probability that a unit will become nonconforming at a given
stage is referred to as the nonconforming p1'ocessing rate for that stage, and may be
constant or variable, and may alternate between an acceptable level and an out-ofcontrol level. A given processing stage may cause a single type of nonconformity
or multiple types. Obviously, incoming nonconforming units remain nonconforming
even if the processing is performed properly at the particular stage. Units perceived
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to be nonconforming and consequently removed from the production system may
have some or no salvage value. The salvage value represents the income generated by
selling rejected units as scrap or lower-grade products. Typically the salvage value
is a fraction of the cost of the raw materials and processing operations that are invested in the unit up to its removal, and is treated as a negative cost. A penalty cost
(exic1'nal failure cost) is usually associated with an undetected nonconforming final

product reaching the customer.
Inspection may be done on a sample of the production or on the entire production
run, in which case it is referred to as screening inspection. One or several inspection
operations may be performed after each processing operation. Inspection operations
may be designed to detect nonconformities introduced only at the immediately preceding processing stage, or at some or all of the preceding processing operations. An
inspection operation may involve errors of two types: labeling of a conforming unit
as nonconforming and labeling of a nonconforming unit as conforming. The error

rates may be constant or depend on the incoming true fraction nonconforming or on
the types of inspection operations performed previously on the units. In addition to
a cost per unit inspected, a fixed inspection cost reflecting set up expenses may be
incurred.
Units perceived to be nonconforming may be replaced with other units in the
same processing stage or may be subject to additional processing (rework/repair) to
make them conform. However, not all the units diverted to the rework/repair station
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may be reworkable/repairable, and rework/repail' costs need not be constant. Repair/rework facilities may also involve a fixed set-up cost. Further, a repair/rework
operation may leave the unit still nonconforming or may introduce new nonconformities. In the absence of both repair or replacement, the production lot will shrink as it
is inspected, requiring a larger initial lot size in order to meet production schedules.
The field of quality control has undergone radical changes since the last few years.
The advancement of technology has led to the rapid growth in computer-controlled
testing and inspection systems, with the result screening (100% inspection) has now
become feasible and extremely cost-effective. In addition, modern manufacturing
systems such as the flexible manufacturing system (FMS) and the just-in-time (JIT)
system tend towards dealing with smaller production lot sizes to reduce inventory
costs. For such systems, screening is more efficient than the traditional lot-by-Iot
sampling schemes. All of the above have led to considerahle effort being put into the
design and implementation of efficient screening procedures. Through the strategic
location and use of inspection activities, screening programs can be developed to
upgrade product quality and yield substantial economies of production. Inspection
allocation models have been formulated with the objective of minimizing the expected
total cost per unit produced. The total cost includes some or all of the following:
fixed and unit inspection costs, repair/rework and replacement costs, loss resulting
from removal of a unit perceived to be nonconforming less any applicable salvage
value, and penalty associated with shipping of a nonconforming unit.
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2.2

Literature Review

The literature is rich on mathematical models for the optimal allocation of inspection resources within production systems. Below, we review some of this literature.
For readers unfamiliar with the inspection problem in a manufacturing system, this
section may become clearer after the model development in the next chapter.
Beightler and l\litten [1964] propose a model that provides the sequence of interrelated sampling inspection plans that minimizes total unit inspection costs and the
cost of accepting nonconforming units. In their problem scenario, material flows in
lots of constant size, with nonconforming units replaced by conforming ones as soon
as detected. The optimal sample size and the acceptance number for each inspectioll station is determined by dynamic programming. Rejected lots may be screened
100<;(" or rcmo\"cd from the system, depending on the sampling policy at that stage.
!\onconfonnities may be introduced by the processing operations, while inspection
operations are error-free. Due to the large amount of computations involved, a number of simplifying restrictions are introduced in the model: only single sampling plans
are considered, and the outgoing fraction nonconforming at each stage is either zero
or a single value which occurs with known probability.
Lindsay and Bishop [1964] develop a general screening inspection program with
the inspection levels and the location of inspection points as variables. An extreme
point solution is shown to minimize a function representing the total of inspection
and scrap costs. Perfect inspection accuracy is assumed and a method developed for
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determining minimum-cost allocations of screening inspection effort to satisfy both
a quality require~-nent and a linear cost of outgoing defectives.
\Vhite [1966] models a serial system with perfect inspection accuracy where units
may be defective as they enter the system or become so as a result of improper
processing at the various stages. The total cost to be minimized includes inspection
cost. the cost of replacing defective units and the cost of final acceptance of undetected
defective units. Using dynamic programming, White obtains results similar to those
of Lindsay and Bishop for the situation where defective units are not replaced.
Pruzan and .Jackson [1967] develop a model in which the optimal inspection policy
at a location depends on the previous inspection history. Two models, and their
solutions arc presented, for the problem of choosing points of 100% inspection so as
to minimize the expected costs resulting from inspection, unnecessary machining of
defecti\'e units and permitting a defective unit to reach the market. The two models
correspond to two different levels of available information and result in fixed and
adapti\'e inspection policies respectively.
Brown [1968J studies serial production systems with perfect inspection. In his
problem, nonconformities may be introduced at each production stage according to a
Bernoulli process. A single inspection station is possible after each production stage,
with the capability of detecting the nonconformities introduced at all the preceding
production stages. Brown provides a dynamic programming solution to the problem
of determining the number of units to be inspected at each stage in order to minimize
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the expected sum of squared deviations of the Bernoulli parameter estimates from
the actual values subject to a constraint on the total number of units inspected. With
respect to the problem of allocation of inspection effort to minimize total costs, Brown
develops several related models, using various combinations of the following costs in
the optimization objective: (1) unit inspection cost, (2) fixed inspection costs, (3)
cost of accepting nonconforming units, (4) cost of rework/repair or replacement. The
models are formulated in two versions: one to minimize inspection costs subject to
an average outgoing quality level, and the other to minimize total inspection costs
including the cost of accepting nonconforming units.
White [1969] develops two models for a serial production system with a single
error-free inspection operation possible after each processing stage. At each inspectio)) stage eit.her all or none of the units are inspected. The two models differ in
the inclusion of a constraint on the maximum number of inspection stations allowed.
Nonconformities may be introduced at any stage and are assumed to be either repairable or nonrepairahle. Repairable units are assumed to be immediately repaired
and ret.urned to the production flow, while nonrepairable units are scrapped, possibly with some salvage value. The costs considered include: a fixed inspection cost,
a variable cost per item inspected, repair cost, expected cost of wasted processing
efforts for units rejected, a salvage or disposal cost and a penalty cost for nonconforming units that pass through the system. The problem of determining the location
of the inspection stations that minimize total costs is formulated as the problem of
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finding the shortest route in a directed network where the nodes correspond to the
production stages and the arcs denote expected costs. The solution to the shortest
route problem is obtained using dynamic programming.
Dietrich [1971] develops an approach for determining the optimal sampling plan
when Bayesian sampling methods are used in a serial multi-stage system. A single
error-free inspection operation is possible after each production stage. The lot fraction defective is assumed to be a beta random variable. Costs considered include:
unit production and sale costs, unit inspection cost and penalty cost associated with
the acceptance of a nonconforming unit. The equation for the posterior total sampling costs does not lend itself to optimization. Dietrich wrote a FORTRAN program
which calculates the sampling costs for various combinations of sample size and acceptance number and identifies the least costly combination. In order to determine if
sampling is indeed the optimal procedure, total sampling cost is compared with the
total cost of three other alternatives: lot acceptance without inspection, lot acceptance with inspection, and complete lot screening. A summary of this work appears
in Dietrich and Sanders [1974].
Garey [1972] proposes a model for determining the most economic location of
inspection points in a serial production system. After each processing stage a specific
inspection operation is possible, with unit cost that may depend on the amount of
inspection at previous stages. The model applies dynamic programming to minimize
the expected cost of producing good quality items. The results suggest a trade-off
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between inspection costs and processing costs accumulated by nonconforming units
that are eventually rejected.
Ercan [1972] presents a model for determining the acceptance numbers for a
sequence of single sampling plans in a serial system. He assumes a fixed sample

size throughout the system, error-free inspection and replacement or repair/rework
of nonconforming units. The objective function includes unit inspection costs, repair/rework costs, and the cost of lost production due to the rejection of units found
to be nonconforming. The solution is derived using a discrete optimization technique
based on forward and backward difference equations.
\-Voo and I\'Ietcalfe [1972] develop a model to determine the optimal degree of inprocess inspection in a serial system. For each stage, the model calculates the sample
size and acceptance number that minimizes the total expected value of inspectionrelated costs per conforming unit produced. The costs included are the unit inspection cost, the cost of accepting nonconforming units in accepted lots, and the cost of
scrapping conforming units in rejected lots. The model assumes that each processing
stage may operate at one of two levels of nonconforming production: a normal or acceptable level, and a 'bust' or out-of-controllevel. It further assumes that once a lot
is rejected after a certain stage, the' bust' condition, if it existed, is corrected immediately. The probability that each stage will operate in the bust mode is also assumed
to be known for all the stages. The model is solved using dynamic programming.
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Britney [19i2] addresses nonserial production systems. His model assumes perfect
inspection and immediate repair of nonconforming units. The total expected cost
includes unit inspection and repair/rework costs, fixed repair/rework costs and costs
for shipping nonconforming units. The model is formulated as an unconstrained zeroone integer programming problem with a nonlinear quasi-concave objective function,
and solved using a branch and bound technique. The optimal solution involves either
100% screening or no inspection at all at each processing stage.
Hurst [1973] proposes the first model that accounts for inspection errors of both
types: acceptance of nonconforming units and rejection of conforming units. The
production system is assumed to be serial with only one inspection operation possible after each processing stage, with units perceived to be nonconforming removed
from t.he production stream. Inspection-error rates and nonconforming processing
rates are assumed constant and independent of each other. The model developed
is descriptive rather than normative. It describes the probabilistic behavior of an
in-process unit through the system; methods for optimizing the system performance
are not developed.
For Hurst's problem, an optimization procedure based on dynamic programming
IS

provided in a later paper by Eppen and Hurst [1974]. The objective function

minimized included unit. inspection costs, a salvage cost associated with the units
rejected, production costs, and the cost of shipping nonconforming units.
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Trippi [1974] presents a mathematical model and a. solution algorithm for a serial
production system where nonconformities are generated by stationary Bernoulli processes, and screening inspection is error-free. The model is similar to \Vhite [1969],
except that each processing stage may generate both repairable and nonrepairable
nonconformities. The repairable units are repaired and returned to the line at the
inspection point, while nonrepairable units are removed from the system. Inspection operations include testing for all types of nonconformities that might have been
introduced since the previous inspection. The model was formulated to minimize
total expected costs, including fixed and variable inspection costs, repair costs and
penalty costs associated with the acceptance of nonconforming units. As in White
[19G9]. two versions are presented: one with and one without a constraint on the
number of inspection stations allowed. Using a network format, both models are
soh'ed with dynamic programming.
This model is extended by Trippi [1975] to allow for nonconformities to pass inspection stations uninspected. An integer programming formulation having identical
structure to a warehouse location problem is developed and several algorithms are
mentioned for its solution.
Yum and McDowell [1981] combine the models of Britney [1972] and Eppen and
Hurst [1974] to describe a nonserial system with inspection errors of both types. In
addition, material flow rates between connected processing stages are not restricted
to unity. After each processing stage an inspection operation is possible. This model
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uses a nonlinear zero-one integer programming formulation to determine which of
the inspection operations should be active on a screening mode in order to minimize
expected total costs. These include unit inspection cost, repair or replacement costs,
value of lost production due to rejection, and penalty cost due to the acceptance
of nonconforming units. Nonconforming processing rates and inspection error rates
are assumed constant and independent of each other. They show that the optimum
policy is either zero or 100% inspection at each potential location. However, if the
segregation of inspected and uninspected items are permitted, then this policy is no
longer assUJ'ed to be optimal.
Ballou and Pazer [1982] develop a computer program to perform "what-if" simulation analysis of serial systems with inspection errors. The input to the program
consist of (1) the number of stages, (2) the value added at each stage, (3) unit inspection costs, and (·1) the penalty cost of the acceptance of a nonconforming unit.
The program then calculates the total cost per conforming unit produced. In a series
of experiments. Ballou and Pazer examine the sensitivity of the total cost to the
,'arious cost and error parameters of the moclel, and find that inspection error rates
have a major impact, with Type I error having a substantially greater impact than
Type II error, In a second experiment, inspection error rates are allowed to fluctuate randomly. The system is, however, insensitive to the variability in inspection
performance.
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Garcia-Diaz, Foster and Bonyuet [1984J examine a special type of nonserial system
where at each stage one basic component is added to an assembly. The probability
of the basic components being nonconforming is known for each stage. After each
processing (or assembly) stage, an inspection operation may be performed and possibly repeated a varying number of times. At each assembly stage the probability
of accepting a nonconforming unit is constant, but may vary across stages. No conforming units are rejected. Rejected units are repaired and returned to the system as
conforming. The costs included in this model are inspection costs, repair eosts, and
penalty of nonconforming acceptance. Using the technique of branch compression,
the problem of detetmining at. which stages inspection should be performed and how
many times it should be repeated in order to minimize expected total costs is solved
llsing dynamic programming.
Peters and \Villiams [1984J investigate the performance of five heuristic rules as
applied to the location of error-free inspection systems in serial systems. The results
of the analysis provide support for the heuristic "inspect prior to processing operations that may render future detection of noncunforming units difficult and costly",
and, to a somewhat lesser degree, for the heuristic "inspect after processing operations that generate a high proportion of nonconforming units." No significant support
is found for the three other heuristics: "inspect prior to each processing operation";
"inspect prior to costly operations"; and "inspect after completion of all processing
operations. "
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In many cases it is necessary to perform multiple inspection operations after each
production stage in order to reduce the effects of inspection errors. This raises the
problem of determining the optimal inspection sequence. The inspection sequencing problem for a single production stage has been addressed by Raz and Thomas
[1983], Drury, Karwan and Vanderwarker [1986], Raz and Bricker [1987], and Jaraeidi,
Kochhar and Jaisingh [1987]. Raz and Kaspi [1991] treated inspection location and
sequencing as a single integrated problem. This approach lead to a global optimization model and a solution better than that obtained if the location and sequencing
problem were optimized separately. They formulate the inspection location and sequencing problem as a nonlinear mathematical programming problem and solve it
with a branch and bound technique, which includes a heuristic for finding a feasible
solution that serves as the upper bouud for the search.
Tayi and Ballou [1988] considered both inspection and reprocessing activities, and
obtained a simple formula for determining the optimal initial lot size and reprocessing batch size. However, they assumed that the inspection configuration is given and
fixed. Raghavachari and Tayi [1991] extended and generalized the model of Tayi and
Ballou to provide an integrated framework for considering manufacturing, inspection
and reprocessing activities simultaneously. A salient feature of their model is its systematic treatment of time: time for processing and inspection, time for setups, time
bet ween consecutive production cycles, in-process inventory holding times, and so
forth. They considered, for the first time, the problem of determining simultaneously
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the optimal initial lot size, inspection configuration and reprocessing decisions. Their
solution approach is based on a variant of the shortest path algorithm.

2.3

Specialized Inspection

The models in the literature surveyed in the preceding section assume that the
inspection stations are versatile. These inspection stations can detect the defects
from all previous operations.
In our manufacturing scenario, the inspection stations are assumed to be special-

ized and can only detect defects coming from the immediately preceding operation.
This assumption is reasonable from a practical viewpoint since each inspection station can be considered to have its own specialized testing equipment and measuring
devices. The consideration of specialized inspection stations as opposed to versatile
inspection stations adds to the combinatorial nature of the problem. A unit which
leaves a ,,"orkcenter, with a defect from that work center, will reach the customer,
unless it is detected with a defect from a downstream machine and scrapped.
In this dissertation, two classes of production systems are modeled and analyzed:
a serial system and a serial-parallel system. The objectives considered in the inspection problem in this setting are: minimization of total costs, maximization of
yield, and minimization of undetected faulty units. New models are presented and
exact and/or heuristic methods of solutions developed, for various combinations of
the above objectives.
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CHAPTER 3
SERIAL PRODUCTION INSPECTION SYSTEMS

Consider a sEl'ial pl'oductioll line. For this system, the order in which the processing machines are visited is the same for each part (or product) and is known. The
processing of each part requires a set of operations 0 1 , O2 , ... , Om, with operation OJ
corresponding to machine j11j . A faulty unit. may result from an erroneous operation
at anyone of the machines. Let
chine

j1/j.

(j

be the fraction of faulty parts generated by ma-

Actually, an "operation" may indeed consist of a sequence of elementary

tasks such that at the end of t.he sequence an inspection station can be located to
check whether or not the sequence introduced defects. A pl'ocessi1lg cost per unit Pj is
associated with each machine AI), accounting for energy, manpO\ver, time etc. \Nork
center tVj will denote the machine Afj plus a possible inspection station (see Figure

3.1 ).
The yield Yof a system is defined as the pel'centage of fault-free units out of the
total number of units produced. The local yield of work center IVj is defined as the
percentage of units, out of the total number of units entering that work center, that
leave the center without defects from that center (but may have defects from other
centers).
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Figure 3.1: Structure of a Serial Production System
The inspection stations in this manufacturing scenario are assumed to be special-

i::Ed and can only detect defects coming from the immediately preceding operation.
Once a faulty unit is detected, two possible decisions may be made, corresponding

to t\\"o different operating modes for the inspection stations: either to scrap or to
rEWO],I.-

the unit. In the first case, a scrapping cost is incurred. This scrapping cost

may be ei ther posi ti ve (accoun ting for the val ue of material and previous processing
that is lost due to scrapping), or negative (if the defective unit may be sold at some
retail price). Let

Sj

denote the per unit scrapping cost at work center Wj. In the

second case, a reworking cost is incurred that accounts for the time and resources
required to perform the reworking operations. However, the number of good parts
leaving center lVj is enhanced. Let rj denote the per unit reworking cost at center

IV). Note that situations where defects cannot be reworked (for example, a hole
drilled in the wrong place) may be modeled by very large

rj.

An inspection operation may involve errors of two types: labeling of a conforming
unit as nonconforming and labeling of a nonconforming unit as conforming. Here,
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it is assumed that when a good unit is inspected, it is always recognized as good
(no type 1 errors); whereas there is a finite possibility that a faulty unit may not be
detected (i.e. a positive type 2 error probability). Let

/3j

be the probability of a type

2 error at work center IVj .
A penalty cost (external failure cost) is usually associated with an undetected
nonconforming final product reaching the customer. This cost may include loss of
customer's goodwill and the money that the organization has to spend to repair the
item sent back by the customers. This cost may be considered to be additive (i.e., if
an item has many defects, the total external failure cost is the sum of external failure
costs associated with each defect). Let
a defect introduced by machine

.~Jj.

ej

be the external failure cost associated with

Throughout this chapter, we assume that all the

units produced are sold and a revenue G' is associated with each unit sold.
One can think of three objectives for the problem: minimization of total costs,
maximization of the yield and minimization 0f undetected faulty units. In general, as
in any multiobjective problem, there are

sevel~al

ways of combining these objecti,'es.

A set of formulations are introduced, in which these objectives are combined in several
different ways, depending on the system and product characteristics; and, for each
formulation, efficient algorithms are given. The availability of efficient algorithms is
useful in practice, especially when the inspection stations consist of human operators. In these cases, as the production mix changes, some of the costs (pj,!j,rj,sj,ej)
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may also change and a different configuration of inspection stations may be more
beneficial. Thus a fast method to redistribute the inspection effort is valuable.
In Section

3.1, the problem in which only l'ework stations must be located

IS

analyzed. This situation occurs in applications where scrapping of any unit is very
costly. The two objectives considered in this case are the maximization of yield with
a budget constraint and the minimization of the ratio of total cost to system yield.
In Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 two different models are presented, for a scenario where
inspection stations have already been located at all work centers, and only their
operating mode is to be determined. This concept is referred to as total inspection.
This situation arises whene\'er one wants to take all possible precautions to produce
fault-free units. The two models differ in that one assumes ideal inspection stations
and the other assumes non-ideal inspection stations. In the first case, no defective
units reach the customer and the problem of minimizing the ratio of total cost to yield
is soh'eel exactly. In the second case, external failure costs must also be considered
anel the problem is formulated as a nonlinear integer program, for which an effective
LP approximation is given. Computational results of that approach are given in
Section 3.2.3.
The problem of simultaneously determining the location and operating mode of the
inspection stations is discussed in Section 3,3.1, with some computational experience
reported in Section 3.3.2.
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Table 3.1: Notation
m = number of operations;
j = station index, j = 1, ... , m;
Pj = per unit processing cost at machine !llj;
1j = per unit inspection cost at work center Wj;
Sj = per unit scrapping cost at work center Wj;
rj = per unit reworking cost at work center H!j;
ej = external failure cost due to defect from machine !l1j;
ej = fraction of defective units generated by machine !l1j;
/3j = fraction of defective units due to Mj that are not detected by inspection
station at work center 111j;
Yj = local yield of work center 111j with inspection;
yj = local yield of work center lVj without. inspection;
G = the revenue from sale of one unit of final product;
Stage j of the system corresponds to the completion of the operation at work
center Wj.
The notations used in this chapter are summarized in Table 3.1. Additional notations specific to each problem are introduced in the corresponding sections.

3.1

Location of Rework Stations

Consider the problem of locating rework stations, disregarding the possibility of
scrapping defective units. Such a situation arises when the investment in raw materials and value added are high and scrapping is never cost-effective, like, for instance,
in the automobile industry.
Although concerned with serial production systems, the model and the algorithm
presented, in this section only, are valid regardless of the order in which the parts
visit machines. Since scrapping is not allowed, the number of units flowing in the
system at any stage does not change. Hence, the total processing cost per unit, say
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P, is simply the sum of the per unit processing costs at each machine.

(3.1 )

At each center IVj, there is the possibility of locating an inspection and rework
station which, for brevity, shall be referred to as an inspection station. Since the

inspection stations are specialized, each inspection station can only detect and rework
on errors introduced at that center.
Let Vj and vj denote the local yield of work center IVj with and without an inspection station, respectively. If the inspection stations were perfect, all the defective
items would be detected and reworked and we would have Vj = 1.

In reality, however, because of the type 2 errors only a fraction of the incoming
defective units are detected by an inspection station located after machine !l1j and
thus we ha\'e

In the absence of an inspection station at center M/j, we have yj = 1 -

f.j.

\Vithout any inspection stations, the expected total cost per unit is given by
m

p' = P

+ Lf.jej.
j=1

Locating an inspection station at center IVj involves a set of costs: a fixed installation cost Fj , a variable inspection cost I j for each unit inspected, and a reworking
cost

1'j

for each detected defective unit. In this "rework-only" scenario, since the
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number of units flowing through the system in a planning horizon is constant, say N,
a per unit installation cost

Let

Cj

FJ is defined as follows:

be the per unit cost incurred when an inspection station is located at center

ltVj • Recall that a fraction (1 -

{3j )f.j

of incoming units is recognized as defective and

reworked. To rework a unit will cost

CJ- - J
F'

Let

:z.'j

l'j

+ I· + (1
J

but save

and thus we have

ej

- (3.)
. (7'·
Jf.J
J

-

eJ
.) '

be a binary decision variable defined as follows:

J'j

= [ 1, if an inspection station is located at center Wj,

l 0,

otherwise.

Thus, for a given configuration of decision variables

.1'j,

j=l, ... ,m, the pe7'-unit total

cost for production alld inspection, say C, is given by:
m

C = p'

+L

Cj.1:j.

(3.2)

j=1

The yield of the system is given by:
m

y =

II [(Yj -

yj)Xj

+ yj].

(3.3)

j=1

Defining dj as the difference Yj - yj,
Tn

Y =

II (dj.Lj + yj).
j=1

(3.4 )
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As discussed before, locating an inspection station increases the costs at that stage
and raises the yield. Therefore, the problem is to decide where to locate the inspection
stations to get the most profitable tradeoff between the two conflicting objectives of
minimizing the total cost and maximizing the yield. In the following subsections,
two different ways of combining these two objectives are analyzed. First, in Section
3.1.1, the problem of maximizing the yield of the system with a given constraint on
the budget is considered. Then, in Section 3.1.2, the minimization of the ratio of
total cost to yield is considered. It is shown that while the latter problem can be
solved exactly by an O( 171 log m) algorithm, the former problem cannot be solved
exactly without using enumerative techniques.

3.1.1

Locating inspection stations with a budget constraint

In the rework-only scenario, consider the objective of maximizing the yield given
a budget constraillt of B dollars. Formally, this Budget Constrained P1'Oblem, (BP)
can be st.ated as follows:

Given a limited budget B, where must we locate the inspection stations in order to
maximize yield?

In the developments below, the following 1'ecognition form [Garey and Johnson 1979]
of the problem is used:

Is there a set of locations, x, for the inspection stations such that its iotal cost does
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not exceed B and the resulting yield is greater than a given value Y?

It can be proved that this problem is equivalent to KNAPSACK, which is NPcomplete and therefore the complexity of any exact solution method is of the same
order as a complete enumerative procedure.
Proposition 3.1:

Budget Constrained Problem is NP-complete.

Proof The Budget Constrained Problem (BP) is obviously in the family of NP prob-

lems. To show that it is NP-complete, consider the following instance of KNAPSACK
in the recognition form:
Given a lltility m-vector,

1l,

cost m-vector, a, two iniege1' values ]{ and U, is there a

biliary m-u(ctol', ;/:, slLch that ([;r ::; J\ and lI:r

~

U?

Now, to pro\'(: the NP-completcness of BP, it must be shown that, it is always possible to derive, in polynomial time, an instance of BP such that this is a yes-instance
if and only if the instance of KN APSACI\ is a yes-instance. An instance of BP is
completely defined once the values

Cj,yj,

Yj,

Band Yare given. Let

B = J\,

then the yes-instance of BP requires a:r ::; ]{.
Using logarithms. (3.4) implies
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log Y

Now, since the

Xj

m

m

j=l

j=l

= log IT (djxj + yi) = 2: log(djxj + vi)·

are 0-1 variables, this results in

m

log Y =

m

2: 10g(dj .1:j + yi)

2:[x)og Yj

j=l

j=1

+ (1 -

xj)log

vi)]'

or. equivalently.
m

log Y = 2:[.1·j(log Vj - log yj)

+ log

yj].

(3.5)

j=l

If an m-vector

.1:

exists such that
In

II (d j x

j

+ yj) 2: Y,

j=l

then since the logarithm is a monotonic function, (3.5) implies that the same vector
satisfies
m

m

2:[.1·j(log Yj - log yj)] 2: log Y -

2: log yj.

j=l

j=l

Let yj, yj be defined such that, for each j,

log Yj

log

-

yi

=

11 j

and, let Y be such that
m

log }" -

2: log yi =
j=l

U.

(3.6)
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Then (3.6) implies that the yes instance of BP requires ux

2: U.

Thus, a yes-answer to BP exists if and only if a yes-answer to KNAPSACK exists. 0

Indeed the structure of BP is just the same as that of the KNAPSACK problem
and, therefore, heuristics and pseudo-polynomial techniques developed for KN APSACK can be easily adapted to solve instances of BP. For a thorough analysis of
solution approaches to KNAPSACK, see the recent text of Martello and Toth [1990].

3.1.2

Minimization of cost per fault-free unit

In this rework-only scenario, a different way of combining the two objectives of
minimizing the total cost and maximizing the yield is considered. The problem formulation given here minimizes the ratio of per unit total cost C to yield Y. Since it is
assumed that all the units produced are sold, the revenue G is a constant and, therefore, can be ignored since it does not affect the optimization. An efficient algorithm
is presented below for solving t.his problem.
Recalling equations (3.2) and (3.4), the problem, which shall be referred to as the

Ratio Prob!tm. RP can be formally stateel as:

Where mllst we locate the inspectio1l statiolls to minimize
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J = pI + 2::]=1 CjXj
TIj=l(d j Xj + yj)'
Notice that each inspection station location
Cj,

Xj

is characteriz'ed by three values:

dj and yj. Intuitively, the acquisition of an inspection station at work center Wi is

very likely to be beneficial if its cost is low, the local yield without inspection is low
and the increase in the yield resulting from the installation of the inspection station
is high. This observation is supported by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1: Let ;r* bE an optimal solution to RP, and let C· be the cOTTesponding
valut of tin. total cost. Then ;t.; = 0 if and only if
Ney'
--)-)
C,'* <
d· .
J

(3.7)

Pl'oof. Let J* and Y* be the values of the objective function and the total yield for
optimal ;t:*.
(Oilly if).

Let

;7:;

= O.

Since :r* is optimal, the value of the objective function

J obtained with a vector identical to x* except with its
cannot be better than J*. I-Ience,

J" = _C" < C"+Nc'J
Y* - Y*Yi/yj
that is,

ph

component equal to 1
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and (3.7) follows since dj = Yj - yj.

(Ifl. Assume C· :::; NCjyjjdj and suppose

x; =

1. Then because of optimality of J*,

C·
< C· - Nc·)
y. -

Y·yj/Yj

('·(Y )' - ,I)
11 .)/1dJ1

C.

< -NcJ
-

T
AT . ,
> A CjYj > cJYj

-

d)

dJ

which contradicts C· :::; NCjyj/d j .

o
Theorem 3.1 allows us to design an efficient exact algorithm to find x*. In the
following, define V'j = N CjV;'; dJ • Suppose the centers are ordered in a list nondecreasing in ~'j. Let
;t'j

lJ,[kj

be the

kth

value in the list and let

x[kj

be the corresponding

decision \'ariable. From Theorem 3.1. for any optimal solution, there exists an

index Ii :::: 0 such that .r[kj = 1 for k :::; hand ,r[k] = 0 for ,,~

> h. Hence, we only
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need to examine the solution for each such h and choose the best. In the following,
let x[h] denote the solution in which x[k]

= 1 for

k ::; hand x[k] = 0 for all the other

values of k, and z(x[h]) the corresponding value of the objective function, that is,

The following algorithm will solve RP:

Algorithm RP
Step 1 Fa/' each j=l, ... ,m compute
Step

Q

V'j

= NCjyj/d j •

List the work centers in nondecreasing orde7' of 1/;j, let

V,[k]

denote the

I.--th Val1lE in this ordering (ties may be broken arbitrarily).

Step.'] Stf
Sttj)

:;:=00

and q:=O;

4 Fo/' p=O,J, ... ,m

do

If Z(,1'[p]) ::; :; then sct q:=p and :::=::(x(p));
Step 5 The optimal solution is z, attained with :/.' = x[q].
Notice that the algorithm involves the computation of m ratios 1jJj, their ordering,
and then the evaluation of m + 1 solutions. Notice that the value ::(x[p]) can be easily
computed from z(x[p - 1]) by simply adding
denominator by

yp/y~,

Cp

to the numerator and multiplying the

Therefore, the evaluation phase only consists of m additions

and comparisons. Hence, the overall complexity of the algorithm is dominated by
the ordering phase. which is of complexity O( Tn log m).
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An illustrative example
Consider an eight-stage system, with parameters as given in Table 3.2. Suppose
material for 10 units enters the system. The problem is to determine the optimal
location of the reworking stations so as to minimize the cost of producing a fault-free
unit.
Table :3.2: Parameters for an Eight-Stage System
Stage

P.J

1
20
5
.1
.2
.50

l' .

7

eJ

11

]Jj

IJ
;3j
(j

J

2
2.5
6
.025
.1
.50
8
1:3

3
23
10
.05
.05
60
6
12

4
18
8

.on

.1
60
7
11

5
28
9
.095
.15
70
9
14

6
30
4
.05
.05
50
6
11

7
18
9
.1
.2
70
6
10

8
21
12
.02.11
.17
60
8
11

The algorithm discussed in this section was used to solve this problem. The values
of the ratios 11'i and the optimal decisions at the various stages are presented in Table
:3.3. For the optimal solution, the total cost C* is $28.50.09 while the expected total
yield

).'*

is 8.84, giving a ratio value of $322.26 per unit.

Now, suppose we were interested in maximizing the yield, subject to a budget
const.raint of 82800. Then, using any of the pseudo-polynomial techniques developed
for KNAPSACK, the solution of the corresponding Budget Constrained Problem,
(BP), recommends to inspect everywhere but at centers 3 and 6. The corresponding
total cost is 82762.46 with an expected total yield of 8,42.
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Table 3.3: Optimal Decisions for"the Eight-Stage Example
Stage
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.2

'ljJj
410.24
970.04
3140.3
1320.62
950.93
1750.25
670.91
870.6.5

Decision
Inspect
Inspect
Don't Inspect
Inspect
Inspect
Inspect
Inspect
Inspect

Strategies with Total Inspection

Consider a system in which an inspection station is located after every operation.
In the manufacture of some complex products, the errors introduced by successive
operations are cumulative and there exists a possibility of not being able to repair
the final product. Hence the quality of the output from each of the operations is
\'ery relevant, and it is important to try and get every operation right the first time.
Thus, it is prudent to locate an inspection station after every operation; and the
decision to be taken at these inspection opportunities is whether to scrap or rework
a detected defective item. In Section 3.2.1, the inspection stations are error free
and the objective is to minimize the cost of producing a fault-free unit.

In this

case, the problem is formulated and solved efficiently using dynamic programming.
In Section 3.2.2, the inspection stations are not perfect and do not detect all errors.
Here, the objective is to minimize the total cost (or maximize the revenue) and a
linear program is llsed to approximately solve the problem.
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3.2.1

Perfect inspection

In this scenario, the inspection stations located after every operation are assumed
to detect any error introduced by the immediately preceding operation. As a consequence, all items flowing through the system are good and no defective units leave
the system. Hence, external failure costs due to production errors play no role in this
case. The objective here is to find the right "scrap or rework" decision policy at each
of these inspection stations so as to minimize the cost of producing a fault-free unit.
In addition to the terminology and notation defined in Table 3.1, we need to define
the following:

Let g(j) denote the minimum cost of getting a fault-free in-process product
through j stages. Let Cj and 1'j respectively denote the corresponding cumuJati\'e manufacturing cost and total yield upto stage j.
That is, by definition,

.)

9 (J =

Cj

y.'
J

Let Cj and Yj be the cost and yield of the ph stage.

At stage j we must decide whether to scrap or rework each detected defective unit.
Then, by definition,
1)J
CJ

+ 1J + t:J'7"J'

if detected defective unit is reworked at ph stage,

= {

if it is scrapped at ph stage,
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and
if detected defective unit is reworked at

Yj = { 1,
1-

Ej,

if it is scrapped at

The total yield upto and including stage j is

ph

stage,

ph stage.
YJ-l Yj

and the total manufacturing cost

upto and including stage j is C j _ 1+ YJ-l Cj.

It can be shown that

g(j)

Expression (:3.8) provides the basis of a dynamic programming formulation.
Let D j be the rework or scrap decision at the

ph stage;

I, if detected defective unit is reworked at

Dj =

ph

stage,

{ 0, if it is scrapped.
It is easy to show that the following forward-pass greedy algorithm solves the dynamic

program (3.8) with D j as the decision variables.

Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Step 1 Set g(O):= O.
Step:2 For j=l, ... ,m
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g(j _ 1)

+ p' + I, + E',' < g(j }

g(j)

}

=

g(j)
DJ

}}

1)

+ Pj + I j + EjSj

I-E'

I-E'
}

}

g(j-I)+pj+Ij+Ej'j

g(j - 1)
I-fj

+ Pj + I j + EjSj
I-Ej

o.

The abo\'e algorithm ilJvolves the computation of m quantities g(j). Each of these
computations involves a finite number of elementary operations viz. addition, multiplication and comparisons. I-lence the complexity of the algorithm is O(m).

Example.
Consider a four-stage system for which the parameters are given in Table 3.4. Suppose material for 1000 units enters the system. The problem is to find the optimal
scrap or rework decision policy at each of the perfect inspection stations to minimize
the cost of producing a fault-free unit.
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Table 3.4: Parameters for a Four-Stage System
Stage

Pi
1·J
t-J

r·J
s·J

1
24
3
.3
13
-22

2
27
2
.2

19
-47

3
19
4
.1
10
-55

4

22
2
.1
12
-65

Using the Greedy DP algorithm, the optimal decisions at each of the stages are
given in Table 3 ..5. The optimum cost of producing a fault-free unit was found to be

S110.1:3.
Table 3 ..5: Opt.imal decisions for the Four-Stage Problem
Stage
1
2
:3
4

Decision
Scrap
Scrap
Rework
Rework

I\lanufacturing engineers may be required to minimize unit production costs, in
which casc the model givcn is appropriat.e. But in some cases, management may
want the consideration of revenue (with the objective of maximizing profit). Then
the scrapping costs must include the effects of lost revenue. In the above example, if
the revenue associated with each unit leaving the system is high, we may discourage
scrapping by associating a higher scrap cost with each stage.

Associating scrap-

ping costs of 8-8. $-20, 8-:30 and $-:3.5 respectively with the four stages, the optimal
decisions no\\' are to "rework" c,oerywhere.
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3.2.2

Imperfect inspection

The inspection station located after an operation may not detect all defects introduced by the immediately preceding operation. Here, the inspection at center IVj
will accept a defective item with probability {3j. Since some of the units coming out
of the system may not be fault-free, we now need to consider explicitly the external
failure costs and the total revenue term.
The following specific notations will be used in this subsection.
;r)=the number of units entering center lVj with

Xl

= N.

:rm+l =the number of units leaving the system.

Decision variable S'j represents the fraction of defective units scrapped after
inspection at stagt j.
(1 - S'j) represents the fraction of defective units reworked after inspection at

sl age j.
In principle, one may decide t.o scrap a fraction of detected defective units and
rework the rest. However, it will be proved that it is sufficient to consider only Sj = 0
or Sj = 1 without loss of optimality.
Let

fj

be the probability that a defect from machine Alj reaches the customer

after leaving work center Wj. Then we have the following recursive relationship:

j:::;

111

J = m.

-1,
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Note that the quantity

Sj+1 Ej+1 (1

- {3j+d is the probahility a unit entering center

W j +1 is scrapped at that same center.
Then the problem, say P, of finding the optimal scrap or rework decision policy
to minimize the total cost can be formulated as:
m

(P)

minimize z(S)

m

2:)Pj
j=l

+ Ij)xj + :L rjEj(1 - {3j)xj(1 - Sj) +
j=l

m

m

:LSjEj(1- {3j)X j Sj
j=l

+ :L e j{3jEjXjiJ -

GX m +1

j=l

subject to

N,

(3.9)
(3.10)

.1·j+1

.rj

>

\lj,

0,

(3.11)

\lj.

(3.12)

Theorem 3.2: TIlE set of optimal solutions to P will include at least one solution

with each Sj either 0 07' 1.
Proof If all

Sj

except Sk are fixed at specific values, then

f 07'

j :::; /...,

;Z:j

ej,

:l'j

Cj

+ djSk,

fo7' j > k,

Ij

Clj

+ bjSk ,

f01' j :::; /... - 1,

iJ

aj,

Io7' j 2: /..\
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where

Qj,bj,cj

and elj are constants. Direct substitution of :rj and

fJ

in the objective

function leads to

:::(5) == z(5d = u + v5k
where u and v are constants. Since Z(Sk) is a linear function of 5k, z(5d attains a
minimum either at 5k = 0 or Sk = 1.

o

Using Theorem 3.2, problem P may now be stated as
(P 1)

minimize z( S)
subject to (:3.9)-(:3.11).

S'JE{O.l}, Vj.

Problem PI is a nonlinear 0-1 program because of the terms ;r j 5 j appearing in the
objective function and in (:3.10). Using standard linearization techniques for products
of binary \'ariables [Glo\'er allel Woolsey Eli.!] and products of a continuous and a
binary variable [Glover 197.5], problem PI can be converted to an equivalent mixed
0-1 linear program. This formulation can be solved exactly using an enumerative
algorithm. It will now be shown how it can be transformed to an equivalent problem
by \vhich bounds to the optimal solution can be computed in polynomial time.
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An Alternative Formulation
Consider an alternative way to represent the external failure cost component of the
objective function.
Let

5j

and Rj represent, respectively, the numbel' of units scrapped and reworked

at stage j. The number of units with a defect from machine Mj and leaving work
center IVj is {3jEjd.:j. Hence the fraction of units with a defect from machine Mj and
leaving center H'j is

{3jEjXj/Xj+l'

center IVj +1 is

Lk>j

51.,

machine

(!3jEj.rj/Xj+l) Lk>j

/lfj

is

from machine

lUj

Since the number of units scrapped at and after

the number of units scrapped that have a defect from the

51..

Therefore, the number of units with a defect

reaching the customer is

{3jEjXj - ({3jEjxj/xj+d Lk>j

altel'llative way to represent the external failure cost component is

51..

Thus, an

Lj=1 ej{3jEj(Xj -

Now consider the reformulation of problem (P)
TTl

(P2)

111

2::(]Jj

ITII 111 I11Ize

T11

+ Ij)Xj + 2::1'jRj + 2:: S j.5'j +

j=1

j=1

m

2:: ej{3jEj(Xj -

(xj/xj+d

j=1

j=1

2:: S~) -

GX m +l

k>j

subject to
XI

Xj+I

.5",J

+ R'J

-

(3.13)

N,
xj

-

5j, Yj

= 1, ... m ,

(3.14)
(3.15)
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. ," I"',I

,/',1"./'

~,

0, Vj.

(3.16)

The cqui,',t1I'IH'I' uf P\'()l,lt'lII P alit! Problem P2 is stated in the following proposition.

Propositioll :\.2: Ill'ob/rlll I) tllld Pl'oblem P2 arc equivalent.

Pl'oof Sj alit!

It'~"

t.J1t' tll't'isioll variables for problem P2 can be written in terms of

Sj, tlte' dl'cisiull "lIrillhll' 1'1'1' pl'ohlt'lll p, Subst.it.uting

alld

o

III problt'llI P:.! \\'C' uhttlill pl'uhlt'llI p,

An APP1'()Xitllllt.ioll
l'\O\('

t Itat. t Itl' "lIrilll,lt's ill pl'ol,lt'lll P:! arc

1I0(

cOllstrained to be integers. However,

the ohjt'rt i,'c' i'lIllt't.ill\l is Iltlltlillt'ar dllt' t.o t.1\(, (('rnl

;1')/,1')+1

multiplying the number

of ullits s('\'lIppc,d 11ft 1'1' stagc' j, l\lol't'ov('r, t.he objective function is not convex. Thus,
prohlclIl P:! is a IIUIIC'UII\'I'", 1I()\Ilill('ilr progri\m which is difficult to solve optimally,
The st I'att'!:';~' \IO\\' is to ddillc' a lillt'ar program whose solution approximates the
solutioll to I':!,

' ,".I
/ ,1',1'11 ==
C,"OIlSll' I('I' t. I\t' rllt.IO
thall Ollt' otllt'l'\\'iSt', Ikplilt'ill!:';

,1'.1

/ ( ,I'j

"',;/.1'.1+ 1

-

•.""J)'

'1'1'
"1
lIS ratIo
IS
1'f'

'--c."j

= 0, b ut .IS greater

hy 1 in the objective function of problem P2
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we get the problem
m

(AP)

mmm11ze

m

m

I)pj + Ij)xj + LrjRj + LSjSj
j=1
j=1
j=1

+

m

L ej/'3jEj(Xj - L S~) - GX m +1
j=1
k>j
subject to (3.13)-(3.16).
Problem AP is a linear program.

Theorem 3.3: There is an optimal solution to AP where only one of Sj and Rj zs
positive for each j.
Prool Since AP has 2m + 1 constraints, an optimal basic solution has at most 2m + 1

variables that are positive. Since .1'1 > 0 and 0 < (1 - f3j)Ej < 1, Xj is positive for
j=l. .. ,m+l. I-Ienee we have identified m+ 1 positive variables in the optimal solution.
Since :rj is positive for each j, the right hand side of (3.15) is positive for each j. Thus
at least one of

Sj and Rj is positive for each j. Now if both Sj and Rj are positive

for some j, we would have more than 2m + 1 positive variables in the optimal basic
solution.

o

Bounds on the relative error due to the approximation
The linear program AP is an approximation of the nonlinear program P2. Define
the maximum relative error (MRE) of the optimal objective function value (Z*) of
the nonlinear program P2. due to the approximation, as UBLBLB, where UB and
LB are upper and lower bounds of Z-. The bound on the relative error due to the
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approximation is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4: The maximum possible Telative eTTOT due to the appTOximation is

given by

Proof. Let Z(.1') denote the objective function of problem P2. Let

XAP

be the optimal

solution of problem AP with objective function value ZAP. Since Xj/Xj+l = 1 was
assumed in the formulation of AP, the external failure cost in AP ,vas overestimated.
~

Hence, Z(.r ..\p)

Z ..\p.

Since Z- il; the optimal objecti,·c function value of P2, we have Z-

~

Z(XAP)'

Thus.

ZLet .1'j,Sj- and

R~-

~

Z ..\p.

(3.17)

solve problem P2 with optimal ,'alue Z-. In general, this solution

Iwed Hot be optimal for problem AP and thus we have
11l

L((Pj
j=1

+ Jj):z:; + l'jRj + SjS;- + ej/3j Ej(X;

- L St)) - GX:n+l ~
k>j

ZAP,

or, equivalently.
TIl

Z-

+L

j=1

ej/3j Ej((.T; - :/':;+I)/XJ+l) L
k>j

st ~ ZAP.

Since tl'3E -- max·{t·ac}
. J
JI-~))
TTl

Z- + e(jE L( (.r; - :/':;+1 )/.1';+1) L S£- ~
j=l

k>j

ZAP.

(3.18)
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Since the number of units entering centerHlj +1 must be greater than or equal to
the number of units scrapped at and after Hlj +1 , we have xj+l 2:: '2:k>j

St.

Therefore (3.18) implies
m

Z·

+ e(3E I)x; - X;+I)

2:: ZAP,

j=1

or, equivalently,
m

Z· 2: ZAP - e(3E I) x; - X;+I)'
j=1

and, since

'2:']::1 (;1:;

- X;+I) :::; N, t.his means
(3.19)

From (:3.17) and (:3.19) we get

Hence. the maximum relative error (MRE) is

I\lRE =

epEN
e(3 ENI'

IZAP -

D

Corollary 3.1: If ZAP

< 0, we have .M RE <

1. (That is, in the worst case, we are

100% off IhE optimal objective function value).
Moreover, as discussed in the next section, it was observed that in most of the
examples we solved, problem AP gave the same solution as problem PI; whenever it
did not, the relative error was very small.
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Example
A six stage system was studied to test the characteristics of the solutions provided by
problems PI and AP. The data for the problem are given in Table 3.6. In practice,
external failure costs include rework costs, and, therefore, rework costs are assumed
lower than external failure costs. In this example, the scrapping costs are considered
to be negative. The high rework cost at stage 4 indicates that, in this scenario, rework
is not convenient at stage 4.
Table 3.6: Parameters for a Six-Stage System
Stage
Pj
1·J
l'J

sJ
e·J

1
22
3
16
-18
19

2
24
2
14
-40
20

3
18
4
16
-55
24

4
17
2
70
-60
7.5

5
26
5
20
-75
22

Three possible cases were considered. The values of E and

6
32
4
20
-95
26

!3 were generated from a

uniform [0,0.05J distribution for the first. case, from a uniform [O,O.lJ distribution for
the second case and from a uniform [0,0.2J distribution for the third. The first case
constitutes a more reliable production environment than the second, which in turn
is more reliable than the third. Each of the cases was solved with different values of
G. The results are shown in Table 3.7 where '1' denotes a scrapping decision and '0'
a rework decision.
Note that in this example, problems PI and AP always gave the same solutions.
In each of the three cases, observe that as G increases the number of rework decisions
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Tahle 3.7: Solutions for the Six-Stage Problems
Cases
First
First
First
Second
Second
Second
Third
Third
Third

G
16.5
170
175
165
170
175
165
170
175

Problem AP
(1,1,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,1,0,0)
(1,1,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,1,0,0)

Problem PI
(1,1,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,1,0,0)
(1,1,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(1,0,0,1,0,0)
(0,0,0,1,0,0)

increases or remains the same. That is, the higher the revenue, the more profitable
it is to rework a defective unit..

3.2.3

Computational experience

A detailed study was undertaken to test the accuracy and efficiency of the approximate solution provided by the linear program formulation AP, as compared to the
exact solution provided by the 0-1 program PI. A set of nine four-stage, six-stage
and eight-stage problems were generated. For an n-stage problem, formulation PI
had 6 * 2n -

1

-

211 - 2 constraints while formulation AP had only 2n

+ 1 constraints.

Table 3.8 tabulates the number of constraints needed for formulations PI and AP
for solving four-. six-, eight- and ten-stage problems. Observe that the number of
constraints for formulation PI goes up quite rapidly as coml>ared to that required by
formulation AP.
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Table 3.8: Number of constraints for Formulations AP and PI
System Size
four-stage
six-stage
eight-stage
ten-stage

Formulation AP
9 constraints
13 constraints
17 constraints
21 constraints

Formulation PI
38 constraints
178 constraints
350 constraints
3050 constraints

For each of the four-, six- and eight-stage problems, three possible cases were
considered. As in Section 3.2.2, the values of E and

fJ were generated from a uniform

[0,0.05] distribution for the first case, from a uniform [0,0.1] distribution for the
second case and from a uniform [0,0.2] distribution for the third. For each case,
the value of the revenue G was varied within some interval. The problems were
solved using bot.h formulations AP and PI. Bot.h AP and PI gave the same "scrap"
and "re\\,ork" decisions in all the problems. Once again, it was observed that as
the revenue increases, the number of rework decisions increases or remains the same.
l\Joreo\'er, for the same \'alue of G, the number of scrapping decisions does not increase
when

E

or /3 are increased. That. is, when the production environment is characterized

by lower reliability with increasing E and /3, scrapping decisions would eliminate more
units leading to a greater loss in revenue.
Formulations AP and PI need not always give the same decisions. Consider the
four-stage system described by Table 3.9. Suppose material for 10 units enters the
system
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Table 3.9: Parameters of a Four-Stage System
Stage
pj

7

]-J

2

r-J

IO

s-J

e-J
/3j

-15
20
.1

E-

.2

J

1

2
14
3
20
-17
2.5
.15
.3

3
8
4
25
-25
30
.05
.1

4
6

2
40
-48
45
.1
.1

G

61.5

Formulation PI obtained the decisions (1,1,0,1) with the objective function value

z-

= -.50.0.5. while formulation AP obtained the decisions (1,0,0,1) with the actual

objective "alue Z(:l.' ..\p) = -49.73. In this problem, while the value of the theoretical
bound of the relative error was 0.1844, the relative error was only 0.006.
In conclusion. the numerical experience points out that, in practice, model AP is
a good and efficient approximation for problem PI.

3.3

Concurrent Determination of Location and Operating Mode of Inspection Stations

Consider the more general problem of concurrently locating the inspection stations
in the production line and deciding their "operating mode", that is, whether to scrap
or rework a detected defective part. It is assumed here that once an inspection station
is located. all the items passing through that stat.ion will be inspected, and all the
detected defective items will be either reworked or scrapped.
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3.3.1

Model development

Assume the objective of minimizing total cost which includes the consideration
of processing costs, inspection costs, rework costs, scrapping costs, external failure
costs and revenue. The total processing cost for the system is given by Lj!:l pjXj.
Once we decide to locate an inspection station at stage j, an inspection cost I j
is associated with each unit entering that stage. If we decide to operate inspection
station j in the rework mode, we would rework on all the detected defective items at
that stage. I-Ience the number of units (Rj) reworked at stage j would be (1 - (3j )f.jX j
and the rework cost associated with stage j of the system is 1·jRj. Therefore, the
total inspection anel rework cost at stage j is given by (lj/(l - (3j)f.j

+ rj)Rj.

The

total inspection and rework cost of the system is given by L'J~l (/j/(1 - (3j)f.j +rj)Rj.
Using a similar argument, the total inspection and scrapping cost of the system is
gi"en by Lj~l(lj/(l - i3j )f.j

+ Sj)Sj.

The number of units with a defect from machine Mj and leaving machine !l1j
is Cj:l·j. Since 8j and Rj respectively represent the number of units scrapped and
reworked at the
that leave the

ph stage is

ph

ph

.t'J+I'

stage, the number of units with a defect due to machine !l1j

stage is f.j.Tj -

S; - Rj.

The total number of units leaving the

The number of units scrapped at and after the (j

Lk>j 8£ . Hence, the probability that an item leaving the
Lbj

8U·1·j+l.

ph

+ 1 )th

stage is

stage is scrapped is

Therefore, the number of units with a defect from machine !l1j that
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reach the customer is

(fj.?:j -

Sj - Rj)(l - L.k>j 5k/xj+d. Thus, the external failure

5j - Rj)(l -

cost in the system is given by L.J=l ej(fjXj -

L.k>j 5k/Xj+l)'

The revenue generated from the output of the system is

GXm+l'

Therefore, the

objective function for the problem of concurrently locating the inspection stations
and deciding their operating mode is

~

L.,.. (pj ;t'j
j=l

j

j

+ ((1 _ I j3)J f J. + r j )R'j + ((1 I
_ j3.) . + S j )5'j
J fJ

+ej ( f j:/' j

-

S"j

R')(l
j

-

L.k>jSk))
•.

-

-

GX Tn +1 ,

(3.20)

XJ+l

or. equivalently,
Tn
I
I
~(( ]Jj+e j (j)·1'j+((l_j3j)f.j
j
j
~
+l'j-ej )R'j+ (
(l-j3j)ej
+sj-ej )5'j

-ej( fj:l:j

-

'i'

'- j -

5 k ) - GXm+l,
R j,L.k>j
)
Xj+l

(3.21)

This objective function is nonconvex and nonlinear. Therefore, the problem is very
difficult to solve by traditional exact numerical methods. An alternative is to devise
some heuristic approaches to solve the problem.
In what follows, an efficient heuristic is described that makes use of the approximate model discussed in Section

3.2.2.

Intuitively, we would like to locate an

inspection station at a sfage j, which has low per unit inspection cost (I j ), low probability of type 2 error (j3j), low per unit rework cost (7'j), low per unit scrapping cost

(8j), a high probability of defect

(fj)

at stage j and a high external failure cost (ej)

associated with a defect from machine !lfj . From (3.21) we observe that the objective
function \'alue should be low if the coefficients of

Sj

and

Rj

(for positive

Sj

and

Rj)
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are low. This occurs if, for positive Sj and Rj,
(for Rj) anel

Sj

Ej

and

ej

are high and Ij,

{3j

and

rj

(for Sj) are low. Also, from our earlier observations, it is clear that

a high revenue G will tend to discourage scrapping at any stage.

If we examine the coefficients of Rj and Sj in (3.21), as well as take into account the
revenue term G, an easy and appropriate way to calculate the "relative importance"
of each inspection station is to compute for each stage j the order index (<p j) defined
by

It is most likely an inspection st.ation should be located for stages with low <Pj.
Let elj be a binary decision variable defined as follows:
1, if an inspection station is located at stage j,

dj =
{

0,

otherwise.

The approach proposed here consists of decomposing the overall decision problem
into two steps, n~mely: (1) first decide where the inspection stations must be located,
and (2) then determine each station's operating mode. In a somewhat similar fashion
to the exact algorithm presented in Section 3.1.2 for the rework-only case, the proposed heuristic considers different configurations of inspection stations, and evaluates
each configuration to determine t.he operating modes of the inspection stations.
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Suppose the inspection stations are ordered in a list non decreasing in <.Pi' Let
<'p[k]

be the

kth

value in the list and let

d[k]

be the corresponding decision variable.

Basically, the heuristic tries out solutions corresponding to various values of, say,
index h ~ 0 such that

d[k]

> h. Each such h

= 1 for k ::; hand d[k] = 0 for k

determines an inspection location configuration. Thus, given a location configuration,
we may palti tion the st.ages into two sets, say
"'., is the complement of

fC.

fC

and "", such that",

= {k I dk = I} and

The operating mode of these stations is then determined

by solving a nonlinear program similar to the one introduced in Section 3.2.2. The
corresponding nonlinear program, say, P3 is

I
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(P:3)

minimize

"iJPj:l'j

I

+ (( _ i~) .. + 7"i)Rj + (( _~) . + Si)5j

i=I I ! J

1

t)

,.,

+ej ( tj:/'j - .Jj -

)

f.)

R'i )(1 - Lk>i
'. 51.)) - G Xm+l
:/)+1

subject to

N,

:/:1

.:r') - 5'i'

·1"j+1

5')

+ R'J

Xi, 5j, Rj

(3.22)
\;fj = 1, ... rn,

(l-(3·)f.x·
)
)
)'

> 0,

5j,Rj =

\;fj,

0, for J. E fc , •

for j E

(3.23)
fc,

(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
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Since Sj, Rj

= 0 for j

E

1\,'

and

Xj+l

= Xj - Sj

for every j, the objective function for

the above problem may be written as

(3.27)
Since \\le are interested in time-efficient heuristics, problem P3 may be approximated
by a linear program, say LP3, by approximating

Xj/.Tj+l

by 1:

(LP3)

subject to (:3.22)-(:3.26).

Let LP:3(p) be the linear program corresponding to inspection stations located at
the first p stages on the list ordered with nondecreasing <l>j values. In what follows,
let d[p] denote the corresponding optimal solution (scrapping and rework decisions)
and let z(d[p]) be the corresponding value of the objective function. The following
heuristic approximately solves P3.
OrDered Evaluation Heuristic (ODEH):

Step 1 For each j=l .... ,m compute the order index <l>j.
Step 2 List the inspeciioll stations in 1l0nciecreasing order of <l>j.
Step ;g Set z:=oo and q:=O;
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Step

4 For p=O,l, ... ,m do
Solve program LP3(p) and obtain d[PJ and z(d[pJ);
If z(d[pJ) ::; z then set q:=p and z:=z(d[pJ).

Step 5 The heuristic solution is z, attained with d = d[q].

Example
Consider the six-stage system for which the parameters are given in Table 3.10.
Suppose material for 10 units enters the system. The pel' unit revenue obtained
from an output of the system is 8180. The problem is to concurrently determine
the optimal locations of the inspection stations and their operating modes so as to
minimize the total cost of production.
Table 3.10: Parameters for a Six-Stage System

2·1

2
19

3
:31

.3

.4

.3

7' J

17

5j

c-J

0
20

{3j

.11

E'J

.06

12
·1
20
.02
.09

2.50
-10
260
.19
.1

Stage
pj

1J

1

4
:30
.6
22
0
30
.15
.01

.5
22
.2
14
-11

16
.02
.14

6
18
.4

15
-15
20
.03
.13

Table 3.11 gives the results from using heuristic ODEH. In the table, the inspection
stations are listed in the first column in nondecreasing <Pj. The decisions obtained
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from the heuristic for this scenario were to locate inspection stations at centers 2,3,5
and 6, with a rework decision recommended at all but center 3.
Table 3.11: Solutions for the Six-Stage Problem
Inspection
Station

<1>.

p

d[p]-

z( d[P])

-86.3
-3.46
-1.83
-0.54
2.62
62.59

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

(-,-,-,-,-,- )
(-,-,S,-,-,- )
(-,R,S,-,-,- )
(-,R,S,-,-,R)
(-,R,S,-,R,R)**
(R,R,S,-,R,R)
(R,R,S,R,R,R)

-18.599991
-151.793259
-153.420547
-155.538879
-156.222534
-153.957947
-149.07034

J

3
2
6
5
1
4

**

• '-'denotes no inspection station located at this stage.
'S' denotes an inspection station location and a scrapping decision.
'R' denotes

**

all

inspection station location and a rework decision.

indicates the optimal decisions using the helll'istic.

A modified heuristic
In the above example, the exact solution to the problem, determined by enumeration,
was the same as that provided by the heuristic. This is not always the case. The
ordering rule for the inspection stations discussed above, though logical and intuitive,
does not take into account that the flow entering each station is not the same for
all stations.

In order to do so, a modification of the heuristic is proposed.

The

idea behind the modification is as follows: After listing the inspection stations in
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nondecreasing <I> j, different configurations of inspection stations are considered, each
time locating at one more station from the list and solving the linear program LP3 to
determine their operating modes. In general, it has been observed that as the located
number of inspection stations increases, the value of the objective function decreases
until it reaches some minimum point and then it starts increasing. Now, if at a
later stage, the location of an inspection station again causes a drop in the objective
function value. the modified heuristic switches the position of this station with the
previous station on the list, thereby increasing the importance of this station. The
following modified heuristic is thus proposed.
Modified OrDered Evaluation Heuristic (MODEH)

Step 1 For tach j=l, .... m compute the orcia illcie;r <I>j.

Step!! List tIlt inspectioll stations in nondtC1'Ulsillg ordtr of<I>j.
Step 3 Let 1'=0;
Solue program LP3(p) and obtain d[p] and z(d[p]).
Step 4 p=l, foundmin=O.

Stf:]J 4a SoIVf: program LP.1(p) and obtain d[pJ and z(d[p]).
Step 4b If fOllndmin

= 0 then

BEGIN
If z(d[p]) > z(d[p - 1]) then foulIdmin=l, minpoint = p - 1;
p=p+l, Ifp <=

171

Goto 4a, else Goto STOP;
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END
else
BEGIN
Ifz(d[p]) < z(d[p-l]) then
BEGIN

t = p - 1;
SH'TH: switch the t and t+1 stations on the list;
Solve program LP.'J(l) and obtain d[t] and z(d[t]);
if z(d[tj) > z(d[t

+ 1])

then p=p+1, Gala 4a;

else t = t - 1. Goto SIVTH;
EI\.,TD
else p=p+1. Ifp <=

177

Goto 4a, else Goto STOP;

END

STOP Find the millim1l111 .::(d[p·]) among all z(d[pj).
The hellristic solution is z· attained with d = d[p·].
Theorem 3.5: MODEH tfl'millates in a finite amount of time.

Proof. MODEH locates stations one at a time from an ordered list, and, for each
set of locations, solves the linear program LP3 in order to determine their operating
modes. t,,10DEH also permits the switching of the order of the stations in the list.
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In the worst case, this will result in m(~+l)

+ 1 or O(m 2 )

calls to LP3 and thus the

o

result follows.

MODEH performs consistently better than ODEH as discussed in the following subsection.

3.3.2

Computational experience

The results of a set of experiments are reported in this subsection. Since the
number of parameters involved in each instance of the problem is high, it is computationally tedious to analyze the effect of each parameter separately. Therefore, one
basic scenario was considered, chosen as representative of an "average" case, with the
values of some parameters being varied so as to give rise to some additional scenarios.
Table 3.12 gi\'es the paramet.ers for the base case. In our experiments, we suppose
that material for 100 units enters the system.
Table :3.12: Parameters for a Ten-Stage System (Base Case)
Stage
Pj
J)
r'J
S)

e')

1
21

2
29

<1

.5

12
0
20

18
-10
22

3
22
2
14
-20
19

4
39
9
26
-30
32

5
13

3
6
-35
10

6
22
4
200
-45
240

7
31
4
16
-60
24

8
30
6
22

-7.5
24

9
18
4
200
-85
240

10
10
3
6
-90
20

3 additional cases were obtained from the basic case by perturbing some costs,
namely:
Case 2: f\Jaking all scrapping costs be 0;
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Case 3: Doubling inspection costs; and
Case 4: Halving rework and scrapping costs.
For each case, the values of

Ej

and {3j were assumed identical for all the centers. 20

situations were considered, varying

E

in the set {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25} and {3 in the

set {0.05,O.l,0.15,0.2}.
Suppose that all the parameters defining an instance of the problem

Ij

, Sj, 1'j, Cj

(3j, Pj,

and G) are fixed except G. Clearly there exists a threshold value

G, denoted as breakpoint, such that for G <
G

(Ej,

G for

G the system operates at a loss and for

> G at a profit. The breakpoint \\'as computed for each case, by varying the value

of G in a binary search fashion. and solving the resulting problem by enumeration.
In this \\'ay we were able to generate and test several instances of the problem, with
different G's, some giving a profit and others a loss.
Figures 3.2a - 3.2d show the values of breakpoint

G plotted against {3 for different

valu(-'S of t, for each of the four cases.
In all the cases, we observe that. the value· of
f,

and is affected very little by ;3. However, as

increases. In additioll,

E

C;

is very sensitive to the value of

increases, the sensitivity of

G to

{3

G seems to be more affected by rework costs than any other

cost. Case 4, where rework costs are halved, shows a reduction of about 10% in

G.

This is consistent with intuition, because unless the benefit from scrapping is high,
the majori ty of operating decisions are rework decisions, especially at later stages.
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To facilitate a companson, both ODER and MODER were used to solve each
problem instance and their solutions compared with the optimal solution obtained
by enumeration. Table 3.13 summarizes the computational experience of the two
heuristics. It can be seen that MODER performs very well and significantly better
than ODER. MODER solved to optimality over 95% of the problem instances; ODER
solved 7S% - 95% instances to optimality.
To get an idea of the accuracy of the t\\'o heuristics, (1) the conditional average
error of each heuristic was computed by considering only those problem instances
",hcre the heuristic failed to obtain the optimal solution, and, (2) the average error
by considering all the problem instances. In general, although both heuristics performed well. 1\-10DEH performed better in terms of both, the average error and the
condit ional avcrage error.

Cases
1
2

:3
4

Table :3.1:3: Computational Comparison of MODEH and ODEH
num. (%) of opt. solns.
Av. Err.
Condo Av. Err.
M
M
# problems l\JODEH ODEH
0
0
242
230 (95)
190 (7S.5) .007
.015
.07
.14
240
239 (99 ..5) 228 (95)
.00004 .0025 .009 .05
241
239 (99.1) 196 (S1.3) .00003 .03
.004 .15
251
.005 .03
249 (99.2) 233 (92.S) .0000Ll .002

Furthermore, it was observed that MODEH was successful in finding the optimal
solution in all the instances that ODEH found the optimal solution. Also, in every
instance t.hat both ODEH and MODEH were unsuccessful in finding the optimal solution, the deviation from optimality for the solution obtained by ODEH was greater
than the de\'iation from optimality for the solution obtained by MODEH.
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CHAPTER 4
SERIAL-PARALLEL PRODUCTION INSPECTION
SYSTEMS

4.1

Introduction and Notation

Serial production systems ha\'e the disadvantage that the product flow is easily
disrupted by a single machine malfunction anywhere in the production line, There
arc t \\'0 major ways of improving system performance in the presence of unreliable
equipment and bottleneck points: one is to provide for the possibility of having
\\'ork-in-process inventories. because such buffers may allo\\' downstream machines
to continue working ",hen one of them is down; the other is to provide some degree of
redundaIlcy at the machine level (serial-parallel systems), since during the repair of
a malfunctioning machine other machines of this type can then take over its function.
Figure 4.1 gives an example of a serial-parallel system.
A serial-parallel production line can be logically decomposed down into a uniquely
ordered collection of serial production lines, where each serial production line is composed of at least one machine.
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Figure 4.1: A Serial-Parallel Production System
Let L denote the number of serial lines and J\1 the total number of machines embedded
in the serial-parallel production system.
Let 17J be the set of serial lines immediately preceding serial line j.
Let

(7)

Let

Tj

be t he set of serial lines immediately following serial line j.
be the set of serial lines following serial line j.

For t he purposes of identifying a machine in the serial-parallel system:
1. number the serial lines by consecutive integers j, j

= 1, .. L, and

2. number the machines in serial line j by integers 1, '"

rlj

such that no lower

numbered machine follows a higher numbered machine.
Now, we let !llij uniquely identify machine i on serial line j.
Let 1;" (/.' E
line /".

(7j)

be the probability that a unit leaving serial line j enters serial
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A processing cost pe1' unit

Pij

will be associated with machine .Alij. The manufac-

turing operations at each machine .Alij may produce defective items. The fraction of
defective units generated by machine .Alij will be given by

f.ij.

The units leaving machine .Alij may be inspected for defects by an inspection
station located immediately after it. Work center IVij will consist of the machine Mij
along with the associated inspection opportunity. As in the serial-system, it will be
assumed that the inspection is specialized and can only detect defects introduced by
the immediately preceding machine.
An external failure cost is incurred when a defective unit reaches the marketplace.
Let

Gjj

be the external failme cost associated with a defect introduced by machine

!Hi)'

4.2

Total Inspection

Consider a serial-parallel system in which the quality of the output from each
operation is very important. For such a system, an inspection station can be located
after e\'ery machine. The decision to be taken at these inspection stations is whether
to scrap or rework a detected defective unit. In Section 4.2.1, we will consider the
case where the inspections are not perfect; in Section 4.2.2, we will consider perfect
inspection.
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4.2.1

Imperfect inspection

In the problem scenario of this section, the inspection stations located after every
operation are not "perfect" in the sense that there is a finite possibility ({3ii) that
a fault introduced at center lVii may not be detected by that center's inspection
station.
The inspection at center H:ij involves the following costs: inspection cost Iii for
each unit inspected. reworking cost

Tij

for each detected defective unit reworked, and

a scrapping cost 5ii for each defective unit scrapped. Since an inspection station
is assumed t.o be located after every operation. the fixed cost of inspection can be
ignored.
Let

o/'ij

be the number of units ent.ering center lVii with

:1'11

= N. Here, without

loss of generali ty. we assume t ha t serial line 1 does not occur in parallel with any
other serial line.
Let Sfj and R: j be the number of units scrapped and repaired after inspection at
center ll'iJ' Let

J'F

be the number of units leaving the system. \Ve assume that all

the units produced are sold anel a revenue G is associated with each unit sold.
Consider serial line

I..~.

The number of units with a defect from machine A1ik

and lea\'ing center W jk is !3jkCjk;l'jk. Hence, the fraction of units with a defect from
machine flfjk and leaving center H'jk is /3jkEik1:ik/:ri+l,k.
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The unit with a defect from machine Mjk and leaving center IVjk can be scrapped
at any of the centers on line k after center IVjk, or at any of the centers on the lines
following line k.
Since the number of units scrapped after center IVjk on line k is Lm>j S:nk' the
number of units scrapped on line

1..-

after center IVjk that have a defect from machine

The number of units scrapped at the centers on the lines following line

I..~

is

L~::=l LtETk S:llt· Out of the total number of units entering the line immediately fol-

lowing line k, the fraction of unit.s that are from line

1..-

is

L

Xnk+l,k
•
{t: IE'Iq,qEuk} Xn,+I,1

Hence,

the number of units scrapped at any of the centers on the lines following line k with
a defect from machine M j ).. is

Therefore, the number of units with a defect from machine 1Iljk reaching the
customer is:

;3jktjk [:1')1.- - (;rjda'j+l.d

L

S~k

m>j

- (xjl.-/:rj+I,d(:I'7Idl,k/

L
{I: IET1q,qEad

711

.L7II+I,d

L L

m=l tETk

S:nJ

As in the serial-line case, we will assume that the objective is to minimize total
cost, which includes processing costs, inspection costs, rework costs, scrapping costs,
external failure costs and revenue. Then the problem, say SPI, to find the optimal
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scrap or rework decision policy can be formulated as:

(SPI)

mInImIZe

:L)Pjk
j,k

+L

+ IjdXjk + L SjkSjk + L rjkRjk
j,k

j,k

ejk(3jk f jk [:rjk - (Xjk/Xj+l,k)

j,k
-

L

S:nk

m>j
nl

L

(:L'jk/Xj+I,k)(Xndl,k/

Xnl+l,d

{I: IE7Jq,qEak}

LL

S:nt]

m=l tETk

subject to
J'l1

lv,

(4.1 )

(4.2)

Vj,k,
•.,-" jk

+ R'jk

(4.3)

L

JlkJ'lll+I,I,

VI..:, 1..

-#

( 4.4)

1,

IE7Jk

'. ....",'jk'
XJk,

R'jk > 0 ,

Vj,k.

(4.5)

The objective function of SPI is both nonlinear and nonconvex. Thus, problem

srI is a nonconvex, nonlinear program

which is difficult to solve optimally. We will

now define a linear program whose solution approximates the solution to SPI.
Approximation
The objective function of SPI approximates to a linear one, when we consider the
following approximations:

1. Out of the total number of units entering the line immediately following line
1..', the fraction of units that are from line I..~ is

L

X"k·+I,k

II; IE"q,qEcrd X"I+I,I

•

This ratio is
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approximately equal to f;k (i E TJk) which is the probability that a unit leaving
line i (line i immediately precedes line k) enters line k.

2. As in the serial-line case, Xjk!:rj+l,k may be approximated by 1.

The resulting problem (SP) may be written as:

(SP)

mll1lmlZe

:2)Pjk
j,k

+L
J

+ IjdJ'jk + L

j,k

SjkSjk

I::ejkBjkEjda'jk -

L

+L

j,k

nr

S:nk -

m>j

k

l' jk Rjk

Jik

LL

S:ntl

m=l tETk

(where i E TJd
subject to

(4.1) - (4 ..5).

Problem SP is a linear program.

Bounds on the relative error due to the approximation
The linear program SP is all approximation of the nonlinear program SPI. The bound
on the relati\'e errol' due to the approximation is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1: The Ina.rimllm possibh relative error (MRE) due fo the approximation

is giL'£n by
JiJRE =

2ef3EAl N
IZsp - ef3cHIVI

Proof Let J'jk' Sj'k and Rji. solve problem SPI with optimal value Z·. In general,
this solution need not be optimal for problem SP. Let Zsp be the optimal value of
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problem SP and thus we have

< 2:)]Jjk + Ijk)xjk +

ZSP

j,k

+L
j

L

L

sjkSji. +

j,k

ejk{1jk Ejd x jk

j,k

n,

L

-

k

L 1'jk R ji.

S~:k - lik

L L S~t]

m=l tETk

m>j

- Gx'F,

(where i E

7]k)

or. equivalently,

ZSP

[X
< Z • + ~~
L... L... tjk/3jk f jk (-,-.-

jk

j

k

~,.
1) L...
Smk

-

Xj+u,

m>j

X~'+1,1)

L

+((,Tjd:r j+1,d(;r:1d1 ,d

n,

-

lid

{I: IEth,.'lECTd

(where i E

Z SP < Z • + (:{ j (

,1')./.

"
L[
),k ')+1,1.'
-1'-.-

L

LL

S~t],

m=l tETk

7]d

(4,6)

L"·
'':>mk

m>j

X~,+1,1)

L

+(.l'jd,1'j+l,d(.l:;ldl,d

{I: IEl}q,qECTd

L'" L

S~:t],

m=l tETk

that is

ZSP

<

Since the total number of units entering the line immediately following line k must
be greater than or equill to t.he number of units scrapped at centers on the lines

Therefore, we have
~'~

ZSP

~ ' ) k [~
< Z • + f.:j3' f. L...
~ L...
j,k ' )+l,k 71l>j

<:;,.
'- TIIk

+.
]
:r"k+1.k'
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It can be easily seen that

xj+l,k =

Lm>i S~~k

+ X;!k+l,k'

Thus

ZSP < Z· + ej3f L xjk
i,k

<

Z·

+ ej3f!l1 N,

or. equivalently,

Z·

2 Zsp - ej3f!l1 N.

(4.7)

No\\,. consider the objective function of SP.

constant term ej3uH IV to the objecti"e function overestimates the external failure
cost. Hence

z- ::;

ZsP

+ cj3u1/ iV.

(4.8)

From (·1.7) and (4.8) we have

!\IllE =

2e;3u1J N
IZsp - ej3u1J NI

o
Corollary 4.1: Ij Zsp ::; 0,

WE

have !If RE < 2. (That is, in the worst case, we are

200% off the optimal objective junction value).

4.2.2

Perfect inspection

No\\' consider a serial-parallel production system with a perfect inspection station

located after every machine. Here. the inspection stations are assumed to detect any
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error introduced by the preceding operation. As a consequence, no defective units
leave the system and there are no external failure costs due to production errors.
The objective is to find the right "scrap or rework" decision policy at each of these
inspection stations so as to minimize the cost of producing a fault-free unit. All the
units produced are assumed to be sold.
The cost component (C) of the objective function considers processing costs, inspection costs, rework costs and scrapping costs. Using previously defined notation,
we have

C=

I)Pjk
j,k

+ 1jdJ.~jk + L

SjkSjk

+L

j,k

7'jk R jk'

j,k

As all the units leaving the system are good. the yield is
The problem. say SPP. of findillg the optimal scrap

J.~F.

01'

rework decision policy to

minimize the cost of producing a fault-free unit can be formulated as:

(SPP)

Lj,dpjl:
11111l11111Ze

+ 1jk )J.~jk + Lj,k SjkSjk + Lj,k rjkRjk
J.~F

subject to

N,

J.·11

Xlk

=

L

!lkXnt+I,I,

IE1Jk

'ij,I.'.

SPP is a linear fractional program.

VI.:, k

f.

1,
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Linear Fractional Programming
Consider the following fractional program:

(FP)

mInImIze

(px

+ o:)j(qx + 13)

subject to

Ax
:1.:

Assume that the set {a:

I A:r

<

b,

> O.

::; b, x 2: O} is non empty and bounded. We may make

the transformation of the variables y = tx, t 2: 0, and consider the following linear
program:

(LP)

111 1111 1111 ze

P!l

+ at

subject to

Ay < bt,
qy + j3t

~/(i-

y > 0,

> O.
Theorem 4.2: (Charlles and Cooper, 1962)

If
i) both " alld

Cj.1'

+ 13

are positive fol' all feasible

ii)(y*,t*) solUts the LP

.1:

of FP

0),
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then (y- It-) solves FP.

Theorem 4.2 can be utilized for solving SPP.
Consider the following transformations: X jk

= tx jk,

Sj"

= tSjk

and

R'jk = tRjk' The equivalent linear program (SPLP) may be formulated as:

(SPLP)

mll1lmlZe

2)])jl:
j,k

+ Ijk )Xjk + L

sjkSj'k

j,k

+L

rjkR'jk

j,k

subject to

Xli

Nt,

Vj,I,\
'-,,'"
jk

+ R"jk
X lk

L

!Ik''\"n/+I,/,

VI. . , k

#

1,

IE 1/k

XF

1,

> O.

Vj,!",

> O.
Example
Consider the production system illustrated in Figure 4.1. Suppose a perfect inspection
;

stat.ion is located after every machine and material for 100 units enters the system.
The rest of the parameters are as given in Table 4.1. The objective is to find the
scrap or rework decision policy at each of the inspection stations tv minimize the cost
of producing a fault-free ullit.
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Table 4.1: Parameters for the Perfect Inspection Example
\Vorkcenter 1,1
21
Pjk
4
Ijk
10
rjk
-17
Sjk
0.1
Ejk

1,2
29
5
15
-52
0.15

2,2
22
3
10
-62
O.OS

1,3
32
6
15
-52
0.13

2,3
25
4
10
-62
0.07

1,4
18
3
9
-72
0.05

1,5
30
8
15
-87
0.09

1,6
27
7
15
-87
0.1

1,7
14
2
8
-94
0.1

Using the linear program SPLP, we have the optimal decisions at each of the
workcenters, as shown in Table 4.2. The yield from the optimal system was found to
be 77,4, and the optimum cost of producing a fault-free unit $166.95.
Table 4.2: Optimal Decisions for the Perfect Inspection Example
Workcenter Decision
1,1
Scrap
1 .)
Scrap
.) .)
Rework
Scrap
1,:3
Rework
2,3
Rework
1.-1
Rework
L5
Rework
1,6
Rework
1.7
,~

~,~

Sensitivity Analysis
Since the above problem is formulated as a linear program, it can be solved using most
commercially available codes. Ranging the objective function coefficients indicates
that it is optimum to scrap at center (1,1) unless the rework cost at this center drops
to SS.SS per unit, in which case it will be more beneficial to rework here. Likewise,
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for center (1,2) it is optimum to scrap unless the scrapping cost increases to $-50.59
per unit, in which case reworking the defective unit is preferable.
So far, we have assumed that the sole objective is to minimize the cost of producing a fault-free product. However, in addition to the above objective, we may be
interested in obtaining at least a minimum yield level. Then the problem may not
have an "All Scrap" or "All Rework" policy at the inspection stations. For example,
it may be required to end up with a final yield of at least 8.5 units, while trying to
minimize the cost of producing a fault-free product. This problem has ,an optimum
policy of "All Scrap" at centers (l.2) and (1,3) and "All Rework" at centers (2,2),
(2.:3), (1..1), (1.5), (1,6) and (1,7). At center (1,1) we rework 88% of the defective

units and scrap the remaining 12%. The optimum cost of producing a fault-free unit
no\\' becomes 8167.06.

4.3

Location of Rework Stations

We no\\' consider the problem of locating rcworl.-only stations in a serial-parallel
s~'stem.

Since scrapping is no longer an alternative, the number of units flowing in

the system does not change. Let N be the number of units entering the system. As
before, let Iij (i E 7/j) denote the probability that a unit leaving serial line i enters
serial line j; then the number of units flowing through line j is liiN.
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Locating an inspection station at center Wij involves the following costs: fixed installation cost
cost

Tij

F ij ,

variable inspection cost

Iij

for each inspected unit, and a reworking

for each detected defective unit.

Let

Pij, eij

and

tij

be as defined before for machine

Let

fJij, Xij

and

Rij

\~Te

will assume that the objective is to minimize total cost, which includes the

!l1ij.

be as defined before for center lVij .

consideration of processing costs, inspection (fixed and variable) costs, rework costs
and external failure costs.

The total processing costs of the system is given by

The external failure costs associated with undetected defective units reaching the

The inspection cost depends on the location of the inspection stations. Locating an
inspection station at center IVjk results in a fixed installation cost

Fjk

and a variable

inspection cost Iii: for each unit inspected. As shown earlier, the number of units
(.!'jd

entering center

n')/;

is

IlkN

(l E

71k),

The number of units

(Rid

detected and

reworked at cent.er lFjk is (1- /3 j i;}EjP.'jk or, equivalently, (1- !3ji;}EjkIII,N, Although
a repair cost

J'jk

is incurred for each detected defective unit repaired, we save on the

external failure cost

ejk

that may ha\'e been incurred had that defective unit reached

the customer, Hence the total inspection and rework cost of the system is
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Now, the problem, say SPR, of finding the location of the rework stations to minimize
the total cost can be formulated as:

(SPR)

mlmmlze
(where 1 E

7]k)

subject to
.1~1l

;7.:j+l.k

Rjk

:rlk

-

N,

=

.rj/."

I.~,

( 4.10)

<

(1 - j3j df.jk:CjJ., \lj, k,

(4.11)

L

(4.9)
\Ij,

flk:!·n/+l.I,

\I I.., I.~

f.

L

(4.12)

IElik

.rj/;. R J/;

> 0,

\lj, k.

(4.13)

SPR is a linear program. It can be shown that at optimality, Rj/; turns out to be
either 0 or (1 - /3j df.jk.1'j/,·. We will locate an inspection station at center 1Vjk only if

Rj/; is nonzero.
Example
Consider, as before, the production system illustrated in Figure 4.1. Suppose reworkonly stations are to be located at one or more workcenters and material for 100 units
enters the system. The rest of the parameters are as given in Table 4.3. The objective
is to find the locations of these rework-only stations so as to minimize the total cost.
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Table 4.3: Parameters for the Rework-Only Example
Workcenter 1,1
21
Pjk
0.2
Ijk
1
Fjk
10
rjk
0.05
!3jk
0.1
Ejk
14
ejk

1,2
29
0.3
2
15
0.025
0.15
19

? .)

1,3
22
32
0.4
0.5
2
3
10
15
0.025 0.05
0.08 0.13
15
19
~,~

2,3
2.5
0.3
2
10
0.04
0.07
16

1,4
18
0.2
1
9
0.05
0.05
15

1,5
30
0.7
4
15
0.04
0.09
19

1,6
27
0.6
3
15
0.075
0.1
19

1,7
14
0.2
2

8
0.1
0.1
14

Using the linear program SPR, we have the optimal decisions at each of the workcenters as shown in Table 4.4. The optimum cost was found to be $14395.5.
Table 4.4: Optimal Decisions for the Rework-Only Example
\Vorkcent.er Decision
1,1
Locate and Rework
1,2
Loca te and Rework
.) .)
Don't Locate
Don't Locate
1.:3
2,:3
Locate and Rework
Locate and Rework
1,1
1,.5
Don't Locate
Don't Locate
1,6
Locate and Rework
1,7
~,~
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CHAPTER 5
INSPECTION IN A TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

5.1

Introduction

Growing regional and national concerns result from the effects and implications
of hazardous material transportation. List and Abkowitz [1986J estimated that 1.5
billion tons of hazardous materials were shipped in the U.S. in 1982, accumulating a
total of 78,1 billion ton-miles. In a study conducted in Virginia, Schmidt and Price

[1979J found that 1:3 % of all trucks carried some type of hazardous material.
Hazardous materials incidents draw considerable attention, both nationally and internationally. Concern about the risks associated with these incidents have prompted
the introduction of local, national and international regulations in order to ensure the
safe transport of a wide variety of materials. However, a large number of infractions
to these regulations exist and it is hard to find the violators until the incidents have
actually happened.
I\'lost of the focus in the literature on the operational aspects of hazardous material
transportation has been on the routing and scheduling of vehicles for transporting
hazardous material and on the location of the facilities for treating hazardous wastes
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[List et al. 1991]. Recently, there has also been some focus on the response management of incidents involving hazardous materials. In this dissertation we focus
upon a new operationaJ problem. What inspection strategy must we use to check for
infractions, with the idea that "preventing" incidents is better than responding to
them?
Informally the problem can be stated as follows: V/e are gIven a set of trucks
carryll1g some hazardous materials (HAZl\lAT) from specified origins to specified
destinations. For each truck. a route is specified, consisting of a sequence of links and
nodes connecting its origin to its destinat.ion. Many t.rucks may have the same route
and. in general, some routes may have links and/or nodes in common. The problem
consists of optimally locating a number of inspection stations along the links of the
network. The criteria for locating thc stations may be many. A reasonable objective
would be to illt.ercept as many trucks as possible that violate HAZMAT regulations.

5.2

Uncapacitated Stations

The complexit.y of the problem depends on the capacity of each inspection station,
t hat is, how mallY trucks can it inspect in the time horizon under consideration. In
fact. it call be CJbsC'!'\'cd that if the traITic intensity on some links is so high that
each inspection station can intercept only a very small percentage of trucks, then the
opt.imal strategy obviously consist of locating the inspection stations on the busiest
links and we can be sure that the number of trucks inspected will be maximum. On
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the other hand, if the intensity of the traffic is such that each inspection station is
able to intercept all the trucks passing on any link, then the issue may be raised as to
whether or not there is a set of locations for m inspection stations such that all trucks
are intercepted. Let us denote this problem as Locating Uncapacitated Inspection
Stations (LUIS). Formally the problem may be stated as follows:

Let G be the graph obtained by the umon of all the 1'outes specified f01' the
trucb transporting hazardous material. Does there exist a set of locations for
III

inspection stations sllch that all trucks arc inspected?

Computational complexity
LUIS is related to the Set Covering Problem which is NP-complete. Informally, this
correspondence to the Set Covering Problem is because locating a station on a link
"covers" the flows on the routes using that link and one needs to find the link locations
that "cover'· the flows on all t.he routes.
Theorem 5.1: LUIS is NP-complete.

Proof. Clearly LUIS is in NP. In fact, given a set of located stations, we only need
check that at least one station lies on each route.
Consider now an instance of SET COVERING:

GiVEn a set A={al,a2, ... ,Cl n } and a collection (of subsets
a sllbsf.! S of ( sllch that

(Ij

Cl,C2, ... Cm ;

belongs to at least one subset in

5,

and

151

is there
~

The SET COVERING problem is NP-complete [Garey and Johnson, 1979].

J{?
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Next associate with this instance of SET COVERING, an instance of LUIS.
Let m

= Ii.

Now, construct graph G as follows: For each subset

Cj

E ( define a

pair of nodes and a link (primary node and link) of the graph G. For each
define a route

Ti

as a sequence of links corresponding to the

Cj

aj

E A

associated with

ai.

All the nodes and links defined so far are disjoint; in order to make the graph G
connected, \""e can add other nodes and links (secondary nodes and links) such that
only one rou te uses them (see Figure 5.1). This transforma tion to LUIS is polynomial.
No\\" observe that this instance of LUIS is a yes-instance iff the original instance of

Route 1

O=pr=im=a=ry=lin=k=cL=/=/:r!~==I

Route 2

;'

.;

0----

~a;,

.;
.;

,0
~

;'

;'

secondary link

Figure .5.1: KP-completeness of LUIS

SET COVERING is a yes-instance. In fact, even if a solution to LUIS exists in
which some stations are located on some secondary links, we get an equally feasible
solution to LUIS simply by moving those stations to a primary link traversed by
the same route. Hence, it is not restrictive to consider solutions to LUIS using only
primary links. Clearly, the solution to SET COVERING, given by those subsets that
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correspond to primary-link locations, gives the links on G where inspection stations

o

should be located.

As a consequence of this theorem, we cannot expect to find an efficient algorithm
to solve LUIS optimally.

A possible strategy, therefore, is to use some heuristic

procedures like the ones defined for the SET COVERING problem.

5.3

Capacitated Stations

Consider the scenario where each inspection station is of equal limited capacity.
That is. a station located on a link may not be able to inspect all the trucks using
that link. Thus, in this situation, more than one station may be located on any
link. In the discussion that follows, the objective is to locate m such stations so as to
maximize the number of trucks inspected. Assume that each truck once inspected,
will ha\'e a label posted so that it is not inspected a second time.

Formulation of the problem
\Ve are given routes R I , Rz, ... R,. with volumes \/1, \/2,... lIr respectively. Preprocess
the network so that no source node appears as an intermediate node of some route.
For each source node which does not satisfy this requirement, add a dummy link
connecting a dummy source node to the actual source and include in G. Then, the
following notation is used to model the problem:

S=set of source nodes.

D=set of destination nodes.
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).jj=set of indices for routes that use link [i,j].
7]kj=predecessor node of node j on route Rk.

C=inspection station capacity.
Decision Variables (defined only for [i,j]E G)

k, if k inspection stations are located on link [i,j],
Ojj

=

{

0,

otherwise.

Set Oij=O for dummy links [i.j].
Auxiliary Variables (defined only for [i,j]E G)
;l'jj=number of uninspected trucks leaving node i on link [i,j].

Yij=number of uninspected trucks arriving at node j on link [i,j].
Hri~=number of uninspected trucks using route

Rk, leaving node i on link [i,j].

Ui~=number of uninspected trucks using route Rk, entering node j on link [i,j].

Then the problem of locating
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inspection stations to maximize the number of

t.rucks inspected may be formulated as:

L

mlI1ll111Ze

(5.1 )

Yij

[1,jJIiED

subject to

w.k

(5.2)

I)

.1' ij

L
kE.\,)

IVi~'

\f[i,j] E G,

(5,3)
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Uk.

(5.4)

I)

L

Yij

Ui~'

V[i,j] E G,

(5.5)

kE,\,)

(5.6)
(5.7)

m.

LOij
[i,j]

Constraints .5.2 and .5.6 are straightforward representations for conservation of
truck flow.

Constraint 5,4 represents our assumption that the number of trucks

inspected from each route
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a link is proportional to the number of uninspected

trucks on that route. For example. suppose three routes use a given link, and la,
20 and :30 uninspected trucks. respectively, use these routes. If the capacity of the
station on this link is 18. thell it is assumed that 3, 6 and 9 trucks are inspected from
the t.hree routes respectively.
The abo\'e problem is

CI

nonlinear integer program which is difficult to solve opti-

mally. The strategy, therefore. is to devise some heuristic approaches to this problem.

5.3.1

Greedy heuristic

The following simple greedy heuristic sol\'es the problem approximately.

Grady Heuristic
Step 1: k = 1.
Step 2: Filld tltt

1i1/~'

Sicp 3: Locate the

trau{'/'su/ by tilt ma.l'imul7l /lumbcr of trucks.

~·-th

statioll

all

that link.
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Step

4:

Update all the relevant flolL's passi1lg over that li1lk.

Step 5: If k=m, STOP else k = k

+ 1 and goto Step

2.

Once a station is located, the flow downstream must be updated by decreasing
the flows appropriately, due to inspected trucks. The upstream flows are updated to
take care of the fact that a certain proportion of the upstream flows will be inspected
at this station.
Figure 5.2 demonstrates an application of the Greedy Heuristic. As shown in
Figure .5.2(a). there are four routes in this example. with flows .5, 1.5,5 and 15 trucks,
respectively. Suppose the objective was to locate two inspection stations each with
a capacity to inspect 20 trucks. Locating the first inspection station on the busiest
link. (i.e. the ol1e with :30 trucks) leads to an updated flow pattern of uninspected
trucks as showl1 in Figure .5.2(b). Location of the second station, on a link upstream
to the first st.ation, results in a total of :3.5 out of the 40 trucks being inspected. The
Greedy Heuristic recommends the locat iOIl of inspection stations on links 1 and 3 of
the network. However, observe that in this problem (by simply noting all the flows
011

the links), the optimal locations are links 1 and 2, which results in all the trucks

being inspected.
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Initial:

Iteration 1 :

Iteration 2:

5

route 1 with a flow of 5
route 2 with a flow of 15
route 3 with a flow of 5
route 4 with a flow of 15
link I
n uninspected trucks on corresponding link
inspection station

Figure 5.2: Illustration of Application of Greedy Heuristic
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A shortcoming of this heurist.ic is that if, after locating an inspection station on a
link (i,j), another station is located on a link (h,k), where (h,k) is an upstream link for
several routes including some using (i,j) (see Figure 5.3), then the effective number
of uninspected trucks getting to (i,j) can be much lower than the number estimated
in Step 2 , since many of them v,'Quld already have been inspected on link (h,k). It
can be shown that given the inspection station locations obtained using the Greedy
Heuristic,

ZH

:=:;

ZA

where

ZA

and

ZH

denote the actual number of trucks inspected

and the number estimated by the heuristic, respectively.

b

"0- -~ 0

"

Figure .5.3: Shortcoming of Greedy Heuristic

Theorem 5.2: Ld z· be the optimal number of trucks inspected when m capacitated

inspection stations al'e to be located on a netwol'k. Then
--A

z·

Proof

1 m
~ [1 - (1 - - ) J.
117
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Let fi, i = 1, ... , m be the number inspected by the i-th station in the optimal solution.
Then

z· =

it + 12 + .... + fm.

Let f,~ax be the number (estimated by Greedy Heuristic) inspected by the i-th station.
Then, we have

(5.8)
In the first iteration. we locate the first station on the busiest link. Therefore,

(5.9)
After updating the flows, we locate the second station on the busiest link

IJ1

the

updated network. Therefore.

(5.10)

Proceeding as above, we get

{

>

m

• HUU

"r

Li. i -

"m-l
Li=l

fimOJ:

(5.11 )

O
_
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From (.5.8) and (.5.11), we ha\'e

ZH

"f
m - 1 + Li i
> t mar + ... + f mar
m - 1 m-l

--L
m

.

f~laJ'

+L

-

"m-l
Li=l
n1

fi

mar

(5.12)

film.
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Using a similar inequality for .r,"'::u~.1 in (.5.12), we get
m - 1 m - 1 m-2

ZH

.
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m
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Continuing in this manner, we get

ZH

m --1 [7l/' > -

1[

mm

••

[m - 1 --+-Li Ii Li Ii]
mm

771,

Li Ii] +-Li Ii] +--.
Li Ii
+ .. +-m
m
m
(5.13)

Now, simplifying the right hand side of (.5.13), we obtain
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Therefore. since

ZA ~ ZH

and z- =

Li Ii , \ve

have
1

Z,4

m

~ [1 - (1 - - ) ]z*.

m

Thus, for any given m, we can compute a lower bound for z..t! z*:
Z.·t / z*

III particular, we

(1 - ;;

fl

that when m

-t

~

obser\'(~

[1 -

Zo\

-'

z-

~

o
00,

this bound has an asymptotic value:

1
(1 - -).

c

Figures .5.·1, .5 ..5 and .5.6 describe the examples that were constructed in order to
illustrate the tightness of the bounds deri\'ed above. The notation on these figures is
the same as those used in Figure 5.2. In the example of Figure 5.4{ a), the objective
was to locate two stations each with a capacity to inspect 20 trucks, on a network
similar to that of Figure 5.2(a). Each route may be labeled by a sequence of nodes,
ordered to indicate the direction of flo\\' along that route. I-Iere, there are four routes
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(1-:3-5, 1-3-4, 2-3-.5 and 2-3-4) with flows .5, 1.5, 5 and 1.5 trucks, respectively. We
locate the first station on link 3. We then have updated flows of 10 trucks on each of
the links and the heuristic may locate the second station on any of the links. Suppose,
it locates the second station on link 3, then a total of 30 trucks will be inspected as
shown in Figure 5.4(b).
In Figure .5.5( a), the objective was to locate three stations each with a capacity
to inspect. 30 trucks. Here. there are nine routes (1-4-5, 1-4-6, 1-4-7, 2-4-5, 2-4-7,
2--1-8,3-4-.5. :3-4-8, :3-4-6) with flows 18.8,4, 18.8,4, 18,8 and 4 trucks, respectively.
Applying the Greedy Heuristic leads to the location of two inspection stations on link
cl and one
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link 5. with a total of 66 trucks being inspected (see Figure 5 ..5(b)). In

this problem. the optimal locations are links 1. 2 and 3 which results in all the trucks
being inspected.
In Figlll'e .S.6(a), thc objective was to locate four st.at.ions each with a capacity
to inspect :32 t rucks, Here. t.here are t\\'clve routes (1-.5-6, 1-.5-7, 1-5-10, 2-5-6, 2-.5-8,
,)_-.)-~,
:- (\ .'3 -.')~ C') •.3-.')-~,
~ (\ .'3 -.5-ti,
-. -1-.)1': C'), -'1 -.)1': 10 , 4 -.5~)
'" 4 , '>0
'" L1, '>0
'" 4 , ')0
-/ \\··tl
1·1 fl 0\\' S ')0
_ , 0,
_
, u,
_
, u,
_ ,
8 and -I trucks, respecti\'ely. Applying the Greedy Heuristic leads to the location of
three inspection stations on link .5 and one on link 6, with a total of 92 trucks being
inspected (see Figure .5.6(b)). In this problem, the optimal locations are links 1, 2, 3
and 4 which results in

illl the

trucks being inspected,
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Heuristic Value: 30 trucks inspected
Actual Optimum: 40 trucks inspected

Figure 5.4: Application of Greedy Heuristic for two stations (capacity 20 each)
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Heuristic Value: 66 trucks Inspected
Actual Optimum: 90 trucks Inspected

Figure 5.5: Application of Greedy Heuristic for three stations (capacity 30 each)
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(b)
Heuristic Value: 92 trucks inspected
Optimum Value: 128 trucks inspected

Figure 5.6: Application of Greedy Heuristic for four stations (capacity 32 each)
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Figure 5.7 is a plot of both the theoretical bounds of Theorem 5.2 and the values of
ZA/ Z·

for the examples just described. This plot illustrates the approximate tightness

of the theoretical bounds
1.1
1.0·
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Figure 5.7: Plot of Actual Bounds and Example Bounds against m

Characteristics of the heuristic and optimal solutions
Let z(m) be the total number of trucks inspected by the greedy heuristic with m
stations located. The greedy heuristic produces solutions z(m) that are not necessarily concave in m. Consider the example of Figure 5.8. Suppose the objective was
to locate three stations each with a capacity to inspect twenty trucks. Location of
the first station as shown in Figure 5.8(b) gives z( 1 )=20. With the second station
located as shown in Figure .5.8( c), we get z(2)=32. After locating the third station
as shown in Figure 5.S(d), we ha\'e z(3)=47. Clearly z(m) is not concave in m.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.8: Illustration of Nonconcavity of Greedy Heuristic Solution
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5.9 (a)

5.9 (b)

5.9 (e)
Figure 5.9: Illustration of Nonconcavity of Optimal Value of Objective Function
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Furthermore, the optimal solution z*( m) is not necessarily concave
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m.

As

an illustration, consider the example in Figure .5.9. Suppose each of the inspection
stations to be located had a capacity of inspecting fifteen trucks. With one station,
(i.e., m=l), z*(1) = 15, corresponding to the solution shown in Figure 5.9(a). With
two stations, we have .:*(2) = 20 corresponding to a solution as shown in Figure
.5.9(b) (several other optimal solutions are possible). But with three stations, we
get :;*(3) = 30 corresponding to a solution as shown in Figure .5.9(c) (several other
optimal solutions are also possible). No\\' z*(2)-:;*( 1) = .5, whereas z*(3)-z*(2) = 10.
Hence, here the optimal solutioll :;*(17/) is not concave in m.

5.3.2

Refined heuristic

A downstream link with an inpsectioll station, may not be the "busy" link it was
first thought to be, if a station is located later on some upstream link. A refinement
to th('

greed~'

heuristic is thus proposed.

REjillfd lhuristic
Stt)) 1: k=O.
StEjJ 2: ,,' = !..~

+ 1.

Select tIlt busiest !in!..·.

Step .'3: Locate the k-th statioll
Step

4:

011

that lin!..·.

Update tilE relevant flolL's passing over that link. Remove all (say j)

dowllstream statiolls jor which the Elltcring flou' has changed. k = k - j.
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Step 5: If all stations have been loca/uf, STOP, else golo Step 2.

Locations here are not permanent, in the sense that an inspection station is first
tentatively assigned and then moved to another site if it improves the objective
function.
Theorem 5.3: Refined He1L7'istic terminates ill a finite numbe1' of steps.

Proof III the Refined Heuristic. previollsly located downstream stations are removed
(to be located later) only if it's entering flo\\' has been changed by the most recently
located upstream station. Thus. inspection stations once located can only be removed
from the network by an upstream station. Therefore, since the number of stations to
be located and the number of links in the net\\'ork are finite, the heuristic terminates
in a finite number of steps.

o

Figure .5.10 demonstrates the application of the Refined Heuristic. Suppose the
objecti"e \\'as to locate t\\'o inspection stations each \\'ith a capacity of inspecting
20 trucks. No\\' "tentatively" locate the first station on link :3 (Iteration 1) and
update the relenlnt flows. Location of the second station on link 1, a link upstream
to the first statioll, causes a change in the entering flow on the downstream station.
Relocate the first st.ation. by first removing the station from link 3 resulting in a
flow pattern as shown in Figure .5.1 O( c), and t.hen locating on link 2 resulting in the
pattern sho\\'n in Figure .5.10(d). This is the optimal solution.
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Initial:

Iteration 1:

Iteration 2:

Final:

route 1 with a flow of 5

-~.......

15

route 2 with a flow of 1 5
route 3 with a flow of 5
route 4 with a flow of 1 5

Figure 5.10: Illustration of Application of Refined Heuristic
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5.3.3

An Exact Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

\\Te now proceed to develop an exact branch-and-bound procedure for this prob-

lem. The decision variables in the branch-and-bound algorithm are the integer variables

Ojj,

[i,jjE G.

Ojj

= 0, ... , k ij where I..: jj is the minimum number of stations that

must be located on link [i,jj so as to intercept all the flow on link [i,jj. In the process of the algorit.hm, partial solutions are creat.ed by specifying some of the station
locations, assigning only some of the

OiJ

to zero or positive int.egers, and leaving the

rest of them undefined. Then, with the objective function upper bounds, computed
using the partial solutions, it can be determined whether or not the partial solution
under consideration could be part of the optimal solution.
A tree structure is used to systematically construct and examine these partial
solutions. Start with the root node corresponding to a solution with all variables
undefined. Then, create the "children" nodes at the first depth level, which correspond to partial solutions with one of the decision \·ariables. say

OJ.j'

fixed. Repeat.

this procedure, as if these nodes \\'ere the root nodes of distinct. new trees, and create
their "children" nodes, which now correspond to partial solutions with two defined
decision variables,

OJ/j'

and some new

bjl/jl/.

These are the nodes at the second depth

level. The maximum possible depth level reached by the algorithm is n (number of
links in the graph). Each node in the tree corresponds to a partial solution with as
many defined variables as the depth level of the node.
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Upper Bounds
Assume that a partial solution is available with d of the bjj variables assigned to
some zero or positive integer. Suppose c of the

Tn

stations have already been located

(i.e., sum of the d defined bjj variables is c). \"'hen computing the upper bounds,
assume that the remaining m - c stations will be located on the links that present
the highest interception possible.
No\\', define the following:

Let F be the total net work flow.
Let T be the number of trucks intercepted by the stations located in the partial
solution.

Let L 1)(' the maximum IIumber that can be intercepted by the remaining

711, -

c

stations (after removing only from the downstream links all the flow intercepted
by the stations located on the upstream links).

Then. the upper bound associated with the objective function value of the partial
solution of interest is min(F,T + L).

The Algorithm
The depth of any node
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the tree is equal to d, the number of variables already

assigned to some nonnegative integer. Following is the branch-and-bound algorithm
to find the optimal solution:
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Step 1: Guess an initial complete feasible solution. Set the Lower Bound (LB) of
the optimal objective function to the objective function value of this solution.
Declare this initial solution as the best solution found so far.

Step 2: Since no variable is defined at the root node, the upper bound (UB) for the
root node can be set equal to the total net work flow, F.

Step 3: Create the "children" nodes, by choosing the variable

Oij

corresponding to

the busiest link [i,j]. Compute c and upper bounds (UB) of these nodes.

Step 4: For the "child" node with the largest. upper bound, do the following:
1) if U B ~ LB. or if c

>
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then fathom the node and go to Step 6.

2) if c=m, then fathom t.he node and go to Step .5.
Otherwise go to Step G.
Step 5: Node corresponds to a complete solution with the undefined variables set
to zero. Compute its objective function value. If it. is equal to LB, goto Step
6. If it is greater than LB, updat.e LB to this value and this solution becomes
the best one found so far. Repeat the first fathoming test for all unfathomed
leaves. Go to Step G.
Step 6: If no unfathomed leaves are left, STOP; the best solution found so far is
optimal. If there exist unfathomed leaves in the tree, choose the leaf with the
maximum upper bound and go to Step 3.
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Example
Figure 5.11 shows the branch-and-bound tree for the example of Figure 5.2. This
example was first presented as a case where the greedy heuristic failed to provide
the optimal solution. \Ve choose the solution (8 1 = 83 = 1) provided by the greedy
heuristic as the initial feasible solution. Its objective function value is 35 trucks,
which is also the initial lower bound (LB) of the optimal objective function value. At
node S, the first complete feasible solutiolJ is obtained. Its objective function value
is 40 trucks, greater than the current LB and therefore the solution (8] = 82 = 1)
becomes the new best solution and LB gets updated to 40 trucks. Nodes 3, 4, 5 and
7 get fat homed as their upper bounds are not great.er than the current lower bound.
Haying done so, the tree cannot be expanded any further and the algorithm stops.
The current best solution (8] = 82 = 1) is the optimal one.

5.4

Other Objectives

The greedy schemes of the above two heuristics can be generalized to take into
account different objectives. For example, not all of the links are equally important, in
terms of the number of people living along them. If the main purpose is to prevent,
as far as possible, people being negatively impacted from incidents that are due
to unauthorized or unsafe HAZI\lAT transportation, then the volume of HAZMAT
traffic on each link may be weighted by the number of people who may be affected.
In what follows, we will consider only such incidents in our locational decisions. The
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Initial Solution:

LB

= 35

(),=o

Complete Feasible Solution
Fathomed

Value=40
Fathomed

I

Optimal Solution:

0, = 02 = 1

Figure 5.11: Branch and Bound Tree for the Example in Figure 5.2

I
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inspection of a vehicle transporting hazardous materials leads to the enforcement of
appropriate safety regulations and ensures the application of suitable precautions on
the part of that vehicle, resulting in a lower probability of such incidents involving
that vehicle.
Let Qij be the number of people living along link (i,j) that are potentially exposed
from impacts of a truck incident. Let p be the probability (which we suppose here
is identical for all links, but this can be trivially generalized) for a truck to have an
incident along a link. Then, for rout.e R=( (), (2,

... ,

ed,

where

(;1,

e2, .. , el

are the links

of route R. the expected nlllnber of people exposed t.o risk from a truck using route

R is:

For computatiollal purposes. assume the following:
1. If a truck is inspccted

011

a link. it is inspected at the beginning of that link.

2. Once a truck is inspected. the probability of an incident involving that truck is
negligible and can be ignored.
When an inspection station is located on t.he i-th link of route R, let EHRi be the
resulting expected numbcr of people exposed to risk by a truck traveling on route

R. Now, if a truck is inspected along the first. link, then no one will be affected by
incidents involving that truck. If a truck is inspected on the second link, there is
some chance for a truck incident on the first link, and therefore the expected value
of t he number of people cxposed to risk is:
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EHR2 =pQe)'
If a truck is inspected along the third link, then the corresponding value is:

And so on.
Similarly, the expected number of people whose exposure to risk is eliminated
from having located an inspection station on a certain link can be computed. This
"alue is obviously given by the difference of EHR and the expected number of people
still exposed to that risk. When an inspection station is located on the j-th link of
route R, we have:

where

AjR

denotes the expected number of people whose exposure to risk from a

truck trc1\'eling on route R is eliminated.
Let .hn be the number of trucks belonging to route R that are inspected if an
inspection station is located on link h. Link h may belong to many routes.

The above heuristics can be generalized by replacing Step 2 by:

Step 2': Select the link for which <Pj is maximum.
and Step

4 by:

Step 4': Update <Pj values for all relevant upstream and downstream links.
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Example:
Figure 5.12 demonstrates the application of the generalized heuristic to a six link
network. As shown in Figure 5.12(a), there are four routes with flows 15, 15, 5 and 5
trucks respectively. The problem is to locate two inspection stations on the network,
each with a capacity to inspect 20 trucks, so as to minimize the expected number
of people exposed to risk due to the transportation of hazardous materials. The
numbers in the triangle next to each link denote the number of people (in thousands)
living along that link who are potentially exposed from impacts of a truck incident
along that link. The probability for a truck to have an incident along any link is
assumed to be 0.01. The values of <Pj for the various links are given in Table 5.1; <P1
is the maximum. The first inspection station is located on link 1 as shown in Figure
5.l2(b), and the relevant flows and <Pi values (Table .5.1) are updated as shown. Link
1 again has the maximum

<I)j

value, anel this results in the second inspection station

being located also on link 1 (see Figure .5.12(c)).
Table .5.1: <Pj values for Example

<P j values (in thousands)
Link Number
1
2

3
4
5
6

Initial
2.18:3
0.745
0.:398·5
0.7:38
1.782
0.589.5

After Iteration 1 (Updated)
1.09
0.745
0.3985
0.246
0.891
0.29.5.5
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&

(a)

5 __

~

5

(b)

5

-----~

5
(c)
route
route
route
route

..

1
2
3
4

with a flow of 1 5
with a flow of 1 5
with a flow of 5
with a flow of 5

link i
population exposed (in thousands)
inspection station

Figure 5.12: Illustration of Application of Generalized Heuristic
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this dissertation, we investigated the problems of locating inspection stations
in two different network environments: 1) in a manufacturing environment, and 2)
in a network invoh'ing the transport.ation of hazardous materials. In the manufacturing environment, we considered the locat ion of specialized inspection stations in
a serial system and in a serial-parallel system. Unlike in much of the existing literature, where demand is expressed as a weight at the nodes, in the inspection station
location problems the demand on the facilities depends on the link flows and their
characteristics.
Several formulations were introduced for the inspection problem in a serial manufacturing system. The criteria includes the consideration of (1) minimization of cost,
(2) maximization of yield. and (:3) minimization of undetected faulty units. For each
of the formulations, efficient solution procedures were developed with some computational experience reported. Some of the models were extended for serial-parallel
systems. The rework operations were assumed to be perfect in all of the formulations
presented. Ext.ensions of the abo"e models to include imperfect rework operations
may be an useful direction for future research.
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In this dissertation, we also investigated the inspection problem in hazardous
materials transportation. Given est.imated hazardous materials flow, the problem of
locating 'm' facilities, each with finite capacity, to inspect as many trucks as possible
was formulated as a capacitated facility localion problem. Efficient heuristics and an
exact algorithm were developed and investigated for this problem.
One related problem of interest. for future research is to determine the location
of a prespecified number of inspect.ion stations so as to maximize the minimum %
inspected on each route. This is important if we want to ensure the equitable distribution of the inspection effort. along the various routes of the network. Another
possible extension is to minimize the number of stations that must be located and
determine their locations so that at least x% of the flows on each route are inspected.
Suppose II and 12 are t \vo links on a network common to a group of routes, such
that for some of those rout.es, II is upstream to 12 and for other routes, 12 is upstream
to II. TheIl. if inspection stations are now locat.ed on links 11 and 12 , determining
the number of inspected anc! uninspected t.rucks of each route on these links is not a
simple problem. This is another interesting problem for future research.
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